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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	

2. B: �
���������

3. A: �����������

4. B: ���

5. A: ����������

6. B: ��� �!"�

JYUTPING

1. A: go3 jam1 ngok6 wui5 zan1 hai6 hou2 zeng3!

2. B: hai6 lo1 , ngo5 hou2 zung1 ji3 mei5 gwok3 jam1 ngok6.

3. A: mei5 gwok3 ? ni1 deoi6 hai6 jing1 gwok3 ngok6 deoi2.

4. B: hai6 me1?

5. A: nei5 teng1 ng4 dou2 di1 hau2 jam1 ge3 me1?

6. B: ngo5 gok3 dak1 dou1 hai6 jat1 joeng6.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: What a great concert!

2. B: Yeah, I love American music.

3. A: American? This is a British band.

4. B: Really?

5. A: Can't you hear the accent?

6. B: They're all the same to me.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

#$ go1 ci4 lyrics noun

�� ngok6 deoi2 band noun

�� hau2 jam1 accent noun

%&� jin2 coeng3 wui5  concert noun

�� jam1ngok6 music noun

#' go1 sau2 singer noun

���  jam1 ngok6 wui5
concert; symphony; 

recital noun

#( go1 kuk1 song noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�)#�#$�*+,-�
ni1 sau2 go1 ge3 go1 ci4 hou2 zuk1 dung6 jan4 
sum1. 
This song has very touching lyrics.

./012���345beyond�
heong1 gong2 zeoi3 ceot1 meng2 ge3 ngok6 
deoi2 mok6 gwo3 jyu1 BEYOND. 
The most famous band in Hong Kong is 
Beyond.

BEYOND��0�����
BEYOND hai6 ngo5 zeoi3 zung1 ji3 ge3 ngok6 
deoi2. 
Beyond is my favorite band.

6������7�
keoi5 ge3 jing1 gwok3 hau2 jam1 hou2 cung5. 
He has a very strong British accent.

89�:;<%&��
ting1 jat6 hai6 zoeng1 hok6 jau5 jin2 coeng3 
wui5. 
Tomorrow is Jackie Cheung's concert.

=>�?@����AB8C��
DEF�
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 seong2 fan3 dak1 hou2 di1, ho2 
ji5 teng1 heng1 jam1 ngok6 fong3 sung1 haa5. 
If you want to sleep well, listen to light 
music to relax.

GH�I,�J6�KL0M�N
#'�
seoi1 jin4 hai6 san1 jan4, daan6 keoi5 hai6 
gam1 nin2 zeoi3 hung4 ge3 neoi5 go1 sau2. 
Although she is a new comer, she is this 
year's most popular female singer.

O9PQ����
cam4 jat6 heoi3 zo2 jam1 ngok6 wui5. 
I went to the symphony yesterday.

R9�#(SSPP ��TU)�
saang1 jat6 ge3 go1 kuk1 loi4 loi4 heoi3 heoi3 dou1 hai6 dak1 go2 gei2 sau2. 
There are just a few birthday songs in the world.

GRAMMAR

Learning how to say "both" or "all" in Cantonese 
 

"They're all the same to me." 
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In previous lessons, we taught you that the adverb   dou1 is used to mean "also", as in the 
sentence � �;VWXY (ngo5 dou1 hai6 hok6 gan2 gwong2 dung1 waa2) "I'm also 
learning Cantonese". As with many other Chinese characters though,   also has a 
secondary and more advanced meaning. In this lesson we look at one of these secondary 
meanings, in which the character is used to suggest that we are referring to "both" or "all" of a 
category of objects. 
 If you look at our dialogue, notice that while   dou1 is placed in front of the main verb in the 
sentence, the object to which it is referring technically precedes it. In our dialogue it is left 
implied that the speakers are referring to the two bands. For a more explicit example, 
consider the sentence �Z �;R (ngo5 dei6 dou1 hai6 hok6 saang1) "we are all 
students". It is the subject �Z (ngo5 dei6) to which the adverb   is referring. We see the 
same pattern with the sentence �� ���[ (ni1 di1 dou1 hai6 ngo5 ge3 ce1) "these 
are all my cars". And how do we know whether we are dealing with a situation in which   
means "also" or one in which it means "all"? Unfortunately, you can only tell from context. As a 
quick tip though, this secondary meaning is dominant when   (dou1) is paired with the verb 
� (hai6) and precedes a plural subject. And in these sentences   not only stresses that the 
action is referring to the whole group, but also places extra emphasis on the statement, as if to 
suggest that the listener might otherwise doubt that this statement is true. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Hong Kong Music Scene
 

Hong Kong doesn't have as vibrant a small music scene as many American and European 
cities, or even Taiwan. While there are certainly plenty of smaller restaurants and bars on the 
island, to the extent that these venues feature live shows, they tend to showcase cover bands 
aiming to appeal to the international crowd of partygoers rather than original music. Perhaps 
this is one reason why the music industry in Hong Kong has ended up so closely linked to the 
television and film industries, and why the line tends to get blurred between popular singers 
and actors: without a local circuit it is difficult for smaller acts to build a fan base. 

Nonetheless, while life is hard for smaller musicians in Hong Kong, the city remains a major 
destination on the Asian circuit. When international musicians pass through Asia, most will 
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stop in Hong Kong where they avoid smaller gigs and go straight to the Hong Kong Coliseum, 
a major sports and music stadium that opened in 1983 and is now the island's biggest 
multipurpose arena. Some of the biggest Asian stars including Jay Chow play the stadium 
regularly, even if it is someone strangely located near the Hung Hom MTR station right next to 
a shipping yard and a railway station. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
��

2. B: ���������

3. A: �����

4. B: �������� !�

5. A: "#$%&'(�)

JYUTPING

1. A: fun1 jing4 gwong1 lam4, jau5 me1 ho2 ji5 bong1 dou2 nei5?

2. B: ngo5 soeng2 maai5 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5.

3. A: seong2 jiu3 mat1 gung1 nang4?

4. B: gau3 heng1, gau3 bok6 san1, gau3 kam1 wann2.

5. A: san1 ceot1 ge3 ni1 fun2 aam1 saai3 nei5!

ENGLISH

1. A: Welcome, what can I help you with?

2. B: I want to buy a laptop.

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: What functions do you want?

4. B: I want it to be light and thin, and also run for a long time.

5. A: This new model fits your needs exactly!

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

*+ zuk6 hong4 endurance phrase

����
fun1 jing4 gwong1 

lam4 welcome phrase

�� bok6 san1 thin phrase

�� gung1 nang4 function phrase

"# san1 ceot1 new phrase

,� hau5 san1 thick phrase

-! dai2 waan2

competitive 
(inexpensive with 

many great features)
phrase

���� sau2 tai4 din6 nau5 laptop computer phrase

&. fun2 sik1 model phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�/��*+�01$���
ngo5 seoi1 jiu3 bou6 zuk6 hong4 nang4 lik6 

hou2 ge3 din6 nou5. 
I need a computer that has good 
endurance.

��������	
��
fun1 jing4 gwong1 lam4, jau5 me1 ho2 ji5 bong1 

dou2 nei5? 
Welcome, how can I help you?

��$��12���
bok6 san1 ge3 din6 nou5 hou2 sau3 fun1 jing4. 
Thin computers are really popular.

%���13���
ni1 bou6 din6 nou5 hou2 do1 gung1 nang4. 
That computer has a lot of functions.

45"#67819$:;�
zeoi3 gan6 san1 ceot1 zo2 jat1 go3 hou2 zeng3 

ge3 ji5 gei1. 
There has been a really nice type of new 
earphones released recently.

,�$��<=>�
hau5 san1 ge3 din6 nou5 ng4 fong1 bin6. 
Thick computers are difficult to use.

?�����1-!�
go2 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 hou2 dai2 waan2. 
That laptop is really competitively priced.

���������
ngo5 soeng2 maai5 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5. 
I want to buy a laptop (hand-held) 
computer.

%8&.@ABC�
ni1 go3 fun2 sik1 hai6 haan6 loeng6 baan2. 
That model is a limited edition.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of This Lesson is Good 

Our grammar focus this lesson is on a new sentence structure to use with adjectives like D 
(faai3 ) "fast", E (gou1) "tall", and F (coeng4 ) "long". In our earlier lesson series, we started 
you off speaking Cantonese by teaching you a simple sentence pattern that combines 
adjectives like these with the adverb 1 (hou2) "good". Specifically, we learned that to make 
simple sentences using adjectives in Cantonese, the easiest thing to do is precede the 
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adjective with the adverb 1 (hou2) and create sentences such as ������1G 
(ngo5 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 hou2 gwai3) "My laptop is very expensive". 

In this lesson we learn another adverb that can be used in exactly the same fashion. This is 
the adverb � (gau3) and it can be used anywhere the adverb 1 (hou2) can. Because this 
word technically means "enough," the meaning of sentences using H (gau3) is softer than 
those using 1 (hou2). But the word does not have the same negative connotation that the 
word "enough" does in English. In Cantonese these sentences with H (gau3) still have a 
positive meaning. So the sentence %����"& (ni1 bou6 din6 nou5 gau3 san1 fun2) 
would literally translate as, "This computer is new enough," but really means something along 
the lines of, "This computer is quite new." Likewise, ?�������� (go2 bou6 sau2 
tai4 din6 nou5 gau3 bok6 san1) should translate as, "That laptop is quite thin."  

Also, as with the adverb 1 (hou2), remember that you can use H (gau3) in front of verbs as 
well. It is a flexible and quite useful adverb. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Get Your Electronics Here!
 

Hong Kong's low import taxes make the city an inexpensive place to stock up on most 
electronics. Nathan Road constitutes one of the most popular places to purchase cameras, 
computers, and other electronic goods in addition to jewelry. It runs a thriving business selling 
these products into mainland China. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	

2. B: 
�������

3. A: �����

4. B: ��...�������

5. A: ����� !"�

6. B: #$�%&'(�

JYUTPING

1. A: bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 hou2 leng3 wo3!

2. B: do1 ze6, ngo5 cam4 jat6 maai5 ge3.

3. A: jau6 bok6 jau6 heng1.

4. B: hai6 aa1...hai6 zeoi3 san1 ge3 jing4 hou6.

5. A: daan6 hai6 go3 jing4 mok6 sai3 zo2 di1.

6. B: mou5 je5 hai6 jyun4 mei5 gaa1 maa3.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: What a beautiful laptop!

2. B: Thanks, I just bought it yesterday.

3. A: It's so thin, and so light.

4. B: Yeah...it's the latest model.

5. A: But the screen is a bit small.

6. B: Well...nothing is perfect.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� jing4 hou6 model phrase

�� jing4 mok6 screen phrase

%& jyun4 mei5 perfect phrase

� bok6 thin phrase

���� sau2 tai4 din6 nau5 laptop computer phrase

) daai6 big adjective

 sai3 small adjective

� heng1 light adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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����*�+,-./�
san1 ge3 jing4 hou6 haa6 go3 sing1 kei4 jau5 

dak1 maai6. 
The new model will be sold next week.

0����12�
ni1 go3 jing4 mok6 hou2 cing1 sik1. 
This screen is very clear.

34���5 667%&8�
jyu4 gwo2 bou6 din6 nou5 zoi3 sai3 siu2 siu2 

zau6 jyun4 mei5 laa3. 
It would be perfect if the computer could 
be a bit smaller.

�9����:;<�
bok6 san1 ge3 din6 nou5 hou2 sau3 fun1 jing4. 
Thin computers are really popular.

=�������
ngo5 soeng2 maai5 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5. 
I want to buy a laptop (hand-held) 
computer.

0>?�)�
ni1 gaan1 uk1 hou2 daai6. 
This apartment is really big.

@ABC �
daan1 jan4 fong2 taai3 sai3. 
The single room is too small.

DE�"������
ngo5 zung1 ji3 heng1 di1 ge3 sau2 tai4 din6 

nou5. 
I love light laptops.

GRAMMAR

Two Useful Sentence 

Our grammar focus today is less about grammar per se than simply an effort to highlight two 
useful sentence patterns that you should be starting to hear and use. The first is a mild way to 
complain using adjectives. In our dialogue, we heard this in the line ����� !" 
(daan6 hai6 go3 jing4 mok6 sai3 zo2 di1) "but the screen is a bit small". Simply put, by 
adding !" (zo2 di1) after an adjective, we stress that the adjective applies "excessively" to 
its object in a critical way. For other examples, consider: 

1. 0�����)!"� 
ni1 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 daai6 zo2 di1 
"This laptop is a bit too large."
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2. 0������!" 
ni1 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 heng1 zo2 di1 
"This laptop is a bit too light."

The second sentence pattern we want to highlight offers an easy way to chain together ideas 
using the adverb � (jau6) "also". You can use this to make lists, as in the following sample 
sentences: 

1. ���������� 
ngo5 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 jau6 heng1 jau6 bok6 
"My laptop is thin and light."

2. 0������F�G� 
ni1 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 nou5 jau6 hau2 jau6 cung5 
"This laptop is thick and heavy."

There is no limit to the number of adjectives you can chain together using this pattern. So if 
you're shopping for a laptop or cellphone or other piece of expensive electronics, be sure to 
let the salesperson know the exact qualities you want using the �… �… (jau6... jau6...) 
pattern. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Get Your Electronics!
 

Low import tariffs in Hong Kong make the city a great place to purchase imported electronics. 
And while Hong Kong isn't well known for producing many of the more well-known electronics 
brands, there is a small domestic electronics industry on the island. Some of the larger 
companies in this space include VTech and Techtronic. While these might not be household 
names, they're important producers of consumer electronics ranging from electric rice cookers 
to LCD screens and are major employers in Hong Kong, as well as anchors linking the Hong 
Kong tech scene to the more production oriented areas in Shenzhen, Guangdong and other 
parts of southern China. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
�

2. B: ������

3. A: �����������

4. B: ���� !"#$�

5. A: %&'�()��

JYUTPING

1. A: hai2 si1 jan4 pou3 tau2 maai5 je5 jiu3 siu2 sam1!

2. B: keoi5 dei6 wan2 gwo3 nei5 ban6?

3. A: ngo5 seong6 ci3 bei2 jan4 ngaak1 zo2 gei2 cin1 man1.

4. B: gam3 daai6 taam1? jau5 mou5 gaau2 co3 aa3!

5. A: mai6 hai6 lo1! gik1 sei2 ngo5.

ENGLISH

1. A: Be careful if you're shopping in private shops.

2. B: Did someone cheat you?

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: I was taken for several thousand dollars last time.

4. B: That much? Were they crazy?

5. A: You bet! It really got me angry.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

 !"#
jau5 mou5 gaau2 

co3 is there a mistake? expression

�� wan2 ban6
to take advantage (of 

someone) verb

�� si1 jan4 private adjective

�� pou3 tau2 shop noun

( gik1 to anger verb

�� daai6 taam1 greedy adjective

� ngaak1 to cheat; to deceive verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

� !"#*�+&�,�
nei5 jau5 mou5 gaau2 co3, keoi5 zan1 hai6 

gaam2 gong2? 
Are you sure this is exactly what he said�

	
-����
siu5 saam1 bei2 jan4 wan2 ban6. 
Be careful not to be cheated.
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�./0123�����
ngo5 hou2 zung2 ji3 hoeng1 gong2 ge3 si1 jan4 

pou3 tau2. 
I really like private stores in Hong Kong.

�45678���9:�
ngo5 dei6 ping4 si4 heoi3 go2 gaan1 pou3 tau2 

hai2 bin1 dou6? 
Where is the store to which we often go?

;<���*�=(>��
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 ngaak1 ngo5, nei5 wui5 gik1 

nau1 ngo5. 
If you cheat me, you'll anger me.

�?�.��@�
keoi5 go3 jan4 hou2 daai6 taam1 gaa3. 
He is really greedy.

�AB���
keoi5 dei6 ho2 nang4 ngaak1 nei5. 
They might cheat you.

GRAMMAR

The focus of this lesson is a tricky verb 

In our vocabulary section, we taught you the word C� (wan2 ban6), which is used to 
suggest that someone has been cheated or taken advantage of. A simple example of this is 
the sentence �DE-�C� (ngo5 cam4 jat6 bei2 jan4 wan2 ban6), which is in the 
passive voice and which we would consequently translate as "I was tricked yesterday." 
 But what happens if we want to switch this into the active voice, and have the verb take an 
object? This is what we see in the question �C���� (keoi5 dei6 wan2 gwo3 nei5 
ban6) "they tricked you before?". And our problem here is that this verb is originally a verb-
adjective construction where the meaning is taken from the combination of the two. And in 
these cases even though we might consider this a standalone word, the rules for adding 
direct objects are somewhat complex. Particularly, you have to split the verb from its 
complement and insert the new object right in the middle of the word. Consider the following 
examples: 

1. C�� 
wan2 ngo5 ban6 
"Trick me."
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2. C�FG� 
wan2 ngo5 lou5 sai3 ban6 
"Cheat my boss."

3. H.C�� 
m4 hou2 wan2 ngo5 ban6 
"Don't try to cheat me."

This can be a confusing to English speakers, if only because it isn't common in the English 
language to split up existing words into sub-units in order to change the meaning of those 
words. But this is very common in Cantonese when we are dealing with two character words 
which consist of a verb and then a complement of some sort which completes the meaning. 
So don't be tricked and keep your eyes open for this sort of thing! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Tips on Shopping in Hong Kong
 

Despite our dialogue, fraud in Hong Kong retail stores is virtually unheard of, or is almost 
always accidental. In our time in Hong Kong we've had many instances of being chased after 
by shopkeepers who gave us the incorrect change or accidentally short-changed us out of a 
few Hong Kong dollars. With that said, the prices in many Hong Kong retails stores are fairly 
high given the high rents. If you're on a budget, consider shopping more in Kowloon than on 
the island itself. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ������������

2. B: 	
�������

3. A: ��������

4. B: ������

5. A: ��� !"

6. B: #$�%&'()*"

7. A: +,-

JYUTPING

1. A: nei4 deon1 dou6... gaa1 lin4 wai1 lou5 dou6...

2. B: sin1 saang1, seoi1 m4 seoi1 jiu3 bong1 sau2?

3. A: cing2 man6 ni1 tiu4 hai6 me1 gaai1?

4. B: nei5 jiu3 heoi3 bin1 dou6?

5. A: ngo5 wan2 gan2 joek6 fong4.

6. B: cin4 min6 gaai1 hau2 zyun3 zo2 zau6 jau5 gaan1.

7. A: m4 goi1 saai3!

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Nathan Road...Granville Road...

2. B: Sir, do you need any help?

3. A: Could you tell me the name of this street?

4. B: Where are you going?

5. A: I'm looking for a pharmacy.

6. B: There's one on the left corner ahead.

7. A: Thanks!

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�����
gaa1 lin4 wai1 lou5 

dou6 Granville road street name

��� nei4 deon1 dou6 Nathan Road street name

�% gaai1 hau2 corner noun

�. gaai1 meng2 street name noun

� wan2 to look for verb

 ! joek6 fong4 pharmacy noun

�� bong1 sau2 to help verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�����)/012"
gaa1 lin4 wai1 lou5 dou6 jau5 hou2 do1 pou3 

tau2. 
There are a lot of stores on Granville Road.

����34567�89�:
;"
nei4 deon1 dou6 hai6 gau2 lung4 keoi1 zeoi3 

zung6 jiu3 ge3 jat1 tiu4 maa5 lou6. 
Nathan Road is the main road in Kowloon 
district.

<#$�%&="
hai2 cin4 min6 gaai1 hau2 zyun3 jau6. 
Turn right at the next corner.

>?)/0/@A8�."
ou3 mun2 jau5 hou2 do1 hou2 dak1 ji3 ge3 

gaai1 meng2. 
Macau has a lot of funny street names.

����BCD"
ngo5 jiu3 wan2 nei5 dei2 ging1 lei5. 
I'm looking for your manager.

EF/0GHIJKLMN OP
Q�RST !UVU0"
jan1 wai6 hou2 do1 daai6 luk6 jau4 haak3 lei4 

hoeng1 gong2 maai5 joek6 tung4 naai5 fan2, 

so2 ji5 di1 joek6 fong4 jyut6 hoi1 jyut6 do1. 
Many mainland tourists come to buy 
medicine and milk powder in Hong Kong. 
Therefore, more and more drugstores 
have opened up.

��)W !�
ni1 dou6 jau5 mou5 joek6 fong4? 
Is there a pharmacy here?

�XXSYK��Z[\]�
nei5 ho2 ng4 ho2 ji5 gwo3 lei4 bong1 sau2 bun1 

go3 syut3 gwai6? 
Can you come over to help move the 
refrigerator?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is on Asking for Things we need 
 

seoi1 m4 seoi1 jiu3 bong1 sau2 
"Do you need help?" 
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In our dialogue we ran into the verb phrase ��� (seoi1 m4 seoi1 jiu3) "to need or not 
to need". This is one of the most direct ways of asking if someone needs something. In our 
grammar point today, we are going to extend this to review three other critical verb phrases 
that are often used when translating sentences about needing or wanting something in 
English. In Cantonese, there are ^^ (sai2 m4 sai2), �� (jiu3 m4 jiu3) and __ 
(oi3 m4 oi3). 
 You should be familiar with basic verb reduplication at this point. One of the common ways of 
asking a question in Cantonese is to repeat the verb in first the positive and then negative 
sense. To form a more complex question, simply position these three phrases before either a 
verb or a noun, as with our following examples: 

1. �^^��� 
nei5 sai2 m4 sai2 bong1 sau2 
"Do you need help?"

2. �������� 
nei5 jiu3 m4 jiu3 heoi3 nei4 deon1 dou6 
"Do you need to go to Nathan Road?"

3. �__`ab� 
nei5 oi3 m4 oi3 bui1 gaa3 fe1 
"Do you need a coffee?"

These phrases are of varying strength. ^^ (sai2 m4 sai2) is the most forceful, followed 
by �� (jiu3 m4 jiu3) which is somewhat softer. Finally, remember that __ (oi3 m4 
oi3) is used only when talking about food: you'll hear it in restaurants and cafes when waiters 
and waitresses ask you what you would like to eat or drink. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Hong Kong Hospital
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Need something more than a pharmacy? The two main hospitals on Hong Kong island are 
the Queen Mary Hospital, located in Pok Fu Lam, as well as the Tung Wah Hospital in 
Sheung Wan. There are many more hospitals on the mainland including the Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital, Kowloon Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital. Most doctors and medical 
professionals in these major medical centers speak English. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ���������	


2. B: ��������

3. A: �����


4. B: ��������������

5. A: �� !! �"#$


6. B: %&�'�()*

JYUTPING

1. A: nei5 zi1 m4 zi1 fu6 gan6 jau5 mou5 jau4 guk6?

2. B: jau5, gaak3 loeng5 tiu4 gaai1 zau6 jau5.

3. A: gam2 zik1 hai6 dim2 haang4?

4. B: zik6 haang4, jin4 hau6 zyun3 zo2, zoi3 zyun3 jau6 zau6 dou3.

5. A: gam3 fuk1 zaap6 ge2! nei5 gong2 do1 ci3?

6. B: ngo5 dou1 hai6 daai3 nei5 heoi3 laa6!

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Is there a post office around?

2. B: Yes, there's one just two street away from here.

3. A: How to get there?

4. B: Go straight, then turn left, and then turn right.

5. A: It's complicated! Can you repeat it?

6. B: I better take you there!

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

� fuk1 zaap6 complicated adjective

' daai3 to bring verb

#$ do1 ci3 again; once more adverb

�� fu6 gan6 nearby noun

�	 jau4 guk2 post office noun

�� zyun2 jau6 turn right phrase

�� zik6 haang4   to go straight verb

�� zyun3 zo2 turn left phrase

� gaak3 away from adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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+,-./0!1�2� �
ji1 loeng5 go3 gwok3 gaa1 zi1 gaan1 ge3 

gwaan1 hai6 hou2 fuk1 zaap6. 
These two countries have a very 
complicated relationship.

3,4%56&'%(789:�
mui5 go3 jyut6 ngo5 aa3 maa4 dou1 daai3 ngo5 

heoi2 zi6 miu2 siu1 hoeng1. 
Every month, my grandmother will bring 
me to the temple to burn incense.

;�;<"#$

ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 gong2 do1 ci3� 
Can you say it again?

��=>�?@

fu6 gan6 bin1 dou6 jau5 caan1 teng1? 
Where's the restaurant nearby?

�	AB����
jau4 guk2 hai2 ngan4 hong4 fu6 gan6. 
The post office is near the bank.

C>���	

ni1 dou6 jau5 mou5 jau4 guk2? 
Is there a post office near here?

DE���
cin4 min6 zyun3 jau6. 
Turn right at the front.

FD��GHIJK�
hoeng3 cin4 zik6 haang4 daai6 koi3 jat1 baak3 

mai5. 
Walk straight for about one hundred 
meters.

IL���
jat1 zan6 zyun3 zo2. 
Turn left in a bit.

M�N�O�
keoi5 gaak3 loeng5 jat6 zau6 fan1. 
He'll be back two days later.

GRAMMAR

Communicating Resignation or Reluctance 
 

"I'd better take you there myself."
 

In much earlier lessons, we taught you how to say "all" using the adverb & (dou1), and 
learned to combine this with the verb � (hai6) to form one of the most common sentence 
patterns in Cantonese. This gives us sentences like %P&�QR (ngo5 dei6 dou1 hai6 
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hok6 saang1) "We all are students" or %P&�ST (ngo5 dei6 dou1 hai6 lou5 si1) "We 
are all teachers". In this lesson we want to focus on another more advanced use of the phrase 
&� (dou1 hai6). This is a somewhat complex usage, so let's start by looking at a few 
example sentences: 

1. %&�'�()� 
ngo5 dou1 hai6 daai3 nei5 heoi3 laa6 
 "I'll take you there."

2. %&��()� 
ngo5 dou1 hai6 m4 heoi3 laa6 
 "I won't go after all."

What's important in these sentences isn't what is said so much as what is implied. What the 
speaker really means is that they are doing the action because they don't feel that there is any 
other option. They're communicating a reluctance to take some action. In the first example 
above the speaker agrees to take someone somewhere because there's no better choice, but 
still lets us know they aren't terribly happy doing this. Adding &� (dou1 hai6) before the 
verb is therefore one way of communicating a specific type of emotion, and a sense that you 
are compelled or reluctant to do something. For another example, consider the sentence: 

1. M&��UC,)� 
keoi5 dou1 hai6 m4 maai5 ni1 go3 laa6 
 "He won't buy this after all."

In this example the person clearly has a choice. They desire (or desired) to purchase 
something, but for whatever reason changed their mind. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Getting to the Post Office in Hong Kong
 

Most post offices in Hong Kong open to the public at 9:30 A.M. and close at 5:00 P.M. The 
exception to this is the General Post Office at 2 Connaught Place (Central), which opens at 
8:00 A.M. and remains open until 6:00 P.M. Most post offices are also open on Saturday 
morning until roughly noon, and are all closed as a rule on Sunday. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ���������	


2. B: �������	
��


3. A: ���������

4. B: ����

5. A: ���

6. B: ���� �!"#��

JYUTPING

1. A: nei5 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 bong1 ngo5 wan2 bun2 syu1?

2. B: ho2 ji5, hai6 me1 leoi6 jing4 ge3 syu1? siu2 syut3?

3. A: fei1 siu2 syut3, jan4 mat6 zyun6 gei3.

4. B: hai2 ji6 lau2.

5. A: m4 goi1.

6. B: jau5 seoi1 jiu3 ge3 waa2, ceoi4 si4 aai3 ngo5.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Can you help me find this book?

2. B: Sure, what kind of book is it? Fiction?

3. A: Non-fiction. Biography.

4. B: That's on the second floor.

5. A: Thanks.

6. B: If you need help just call me.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

$%�� oi3 cing4 siu2 syut3 romance noun

&' man4 hok6 literature noun

�� siu2 syut3 novel, fiction noun

(� zi6 zyun2 autobiography noun

���� an4 mat2 zyun6 gei3 biography noun

�� leoi6 jing4 kind noun

��� fei1 siu2 syut3 non-fiction noun

)* lik6 si2 history noun

+' zit3 hok6 philosophy noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�,-.�./0$%��1

m4 zi1 keoi5 zung1 m4 zung1 ji3 tai2 oi3 cing4 

siu2 syut3 ne1? 
Do you know if he likes to read romance 
novels?

�02�	��34&'�
ngo5 tai2 gan2 bun2 syu1, hai6 gwaan1 jyu1 

man4 hok6. 
I'm reading a book about literature.

�./05678����9�:
;<=>�
ngo5 zung1 ji3 tai2 sang1 wut6 faa3 di1 ge3 siu2 

syut3, joeng6 ngo5 gok3 dak1 hou2 hing1 

sung1. 
I like seeing more lifelike novels, they 
make me feel more relaxed.

�<?@-ABC�(��
ngo5 hou2 wai4 ham6 keoi5 mou5 se2 jat1 bun2 

zi6 zyun2. 
I'm upset he didn't write an autobiography.

�����D���5EFG�
jan4 mat6 zyun6 gei3 gei3 seot6 jan4 mat2 ge3 

sang1 ping4 si6 zik1. 
A biography describes the character's life 
story.

�./���HI?
nei5 zung1 ji3 me1 leoi6 jing4 ge3 naam4 zai2? 
Which type of boys do you like?

����	JKL�MN�
fei1 siu2 syut3 leoi6 syu1 zik6 fong3 zo2 hai2 

go2 bin1. 
Non-fiction books are over there.

�OP�3QR)*�	�
ngo5 soeng2 maai5 jau5 gwaan1 zung1 gwok3 

lik6 si2 ge3 syu1. 
I want to buy a book about Chinese history.

ST+'	K�NU

cing2 man6 zit3 hok6 syu1 fong3 hai6 bin1 dou6? 
Excuse me, where are the philosophy books?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is: 
 

"If you need help, call me 
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anytime."
 

Our grammar point today is a simple sentence pattern used to introduce hypothetical cases, 
where something might happen. In our dialogue we see this in the line ���� �!"
#� (jau5 seoi1 jiu3 ge3 waa2, ceoi4 si4 aai3 ngo5) "if you need help, call me", which 
closes the discussion. The structure here involves using the word �  (ge3 waa2) "if" to 
close a hypothetical clause, and then follow that clause with another clause containing the 
action to be taken or situation that will occur in the event of the hypothetical situation being 
true. Our structure is Clause A, followed by �  (ge3 waa2), and then followed by Clause B. 
Consider the two following examples: 

1. �./0����� �VW0+'	� 
nei5 zung1 ji3 tai2 fei1 siu2 syut3 leoi6 ge3 waa2, si3 haa5 tai2 zit3 hok6 syu1 
"If you prefer reading non-fiction, try one on philosophy."

2. �O0����� �Steve Jobs �XY� 
nei5 soeng2 tai2 jan4 mat6 zyun6 gei3 ge3 waa2, Steve Jobs ge3 dim2 aa3? 
"If you want to read a biography, how about Steve Jobs's?"

On a closing note, we should mention that in some colloquial situations you will hear people 
omit the character � (ge3) when using this pattern. The meaning in this case is exactly the 
same: this is simply a slightly less formal way of communicating. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Finding English Bookstores in Hong Kong
 

English language bookstores abound in Hong Kong, while Chinese language stores are 
actually somewhat harder to find. Ironically, one of the best ways to find a nearby Chinese 
language bookstore is to go to an English language bookstore and ask! The stores rarely 
have overlapping stock, and face the question often enough to know the answer. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
�

2. B: �����

3. A: ���������

4. B: ����	���

5. A: ��������

6. B: � !"#$�%&'?

JYUTPING

1. A: gau3 meng6 aa6, ngo5 dang1 jap6 ng4 dou3 aa3 !

2. B: go3 mat6 maa5 hai6 me1 ?

3. A: ngo5 ng4 ho2 ji5 waa6 bei2 nei5 zi1 .

4. B: gam2 ngo5 bong1 ng4 dou3 nei5 laa6 .

5. A: gam2 ngo5 jing1 goi1 dim2 zou6 aa3 ?

6. B: nei5 si3 haa5 cung4 san1 hoi1 go3 lau4 laam5 hei3 ?

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Help. I can't login.

2. B: What is your password?

3. A: I can't tell you my password.

4. B: Then I can't help you.

5. A: So what should I do?

6. B: Why don't you restart your browser?

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

() jau4 gin2 email noun

�� gau3 meng6 help phrase

�� dang1 jap6 to log in verb

"* cung4 cit3 to reset verb

 si3 to try verb

+, din6 nou5 computer noun

"# cung4 san1 once again verb

%&' lau4 laam5 hei3 browser noun

� mat6 maa5 password noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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�-./()���
ngo5 faat3 zo2 fung1 jau4 gin2 bei2 nei5. 
I sent you an email.

����0�12.�3��
gau3 meng6! ngo5 jau6 ng4 gei3 dak1 zo2 ngo5 

ge3 mat6 maa5! 
Help! I forgot my  password again!

�45�6�����
nei5 jiu3 jau5 mat6 maa5 sin1 ho2 ji5 dang1 

jap6. 
You need to have a password to log in.

7"*.73+,89�
keoi5 cung4 cit3 zo2 keoi5 ge3 din6  nou5 hai6 

tung2. 
He reinstalled his computer OS.

:;4 <=�
zi3 siu2 jiu3 si3 jat1 ci3� 
At least try once.

�#>.<?+,�
ngo5 san1 maai5 zo2 jat1 bou6 din6 nou5. 
I bought a new computer.

�4"#$@<=A�
nei5 jiu3 cung4 san1 hoi1 gwo3 jat1 ci6 gei1. 
You have to restart the machine again.

7BCDEFGH"#EIJK
L�
keoi5 lik6 kau4 hai2 jin2 coeng3 wui5 soeng6 

cung4 san1 jin2 jik6 ni1 sau2 go1. 
He is trying to give a new performance of 
the song in his concert.

�!M.�%&'�
ngo5 haa6 zoi3 zo2 go3 lau4 laam5 hei3. 
I downloaded an Internet browser.

�<N41OJ���
nei5 jat1 ding6 jiu3 gei3 zyu6 ni1 go3 mat6 

maa5. 
You've absolutely got to remember this 
password.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is "The Mystery of the Missing Measure Words" 
 

In our dialogue today, we see something interesting happen with measure words. Take a 
closer look at these two sentences in particular: 
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1. ����� 
go3 mat6 maa5 hai6 me1 
 "What is your password?"

2. � !"#$�%&'? 
nei5 si3 haa5 cung4 san1 hoi1 go3 lau4 laam5 hei3 
 "Why don't you try restarting your browser?"

In previous lessons we've taught you that the normal pattern with measure words in 
Cantonese is to precede them with a number or a determiner specifying to how many or to 
which objects we are referring. This rule should lead us to create noun phrases like <�P
QG (jat1 go3 jam1 ngok6 wui2) "a concert" or <?RS+, (jat1 bou6 sau2 tai4 din6 
waa2) "a laptop computer", yet in our dialogue we see two instances in which the number is 
dropped, and yet there is no determiner like T (ze2) used to provide the necessary 
contextual information. What is happening? 
  The answer to this mystery is that we can omit both numbers and determiners in front of 
measure words when it is obvious from context which particular object we are talking about. 
This is a very casual pattern, but also a very common one. So remember, when it is clear from 
context to which object you are referring, you can omit the number or determiner which is 
expected to precede the measure word. 

1. �%&'U4"#V$� 
go3 lau4 laam5 hei3 seoi1 jiu3 cung4 san1 daa2 hoi1 
 "This browser needs to be restarted."

2. 7�12.73�� 
keoi5 m4 gei3 dak1 zo2 keoi5 ge3 mat6 maa5 
 "He doesn't remember his password."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Make Good Use of Your Knowledge in Jyutping
 

Looking for an easy way to generate a memorable password when accessing websites in 
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Hong Kong? Try to combine words in English with Cantonese words typed in Jyutping. Done 
properly, this will give you a password containing uppercase and lowercase letters along with 
numbers. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ���������

2. B: 	
����

3. A: �������


4. B: ������

5. A: ���


6. B: ��������

7. A: ������ 


JYUTPING

1. A: ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 jing2 jan3 ni1 zoeng1?

2. B: dak1. jiu3 gei2 do1 fan6?

3. A: ngo5 jiu3 sap6 fan6, soeng1 min2.

4. B: coi2 sik1 ding6 hak1 sik1?

5. A: hak1 baak6 laa1.

6. B: hak1 baak6 ho2 nang4 m4 cing1 co2 o6.

7. A: m4 gan2 jiu3, ziu3 jan3 laa1.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Can you photocopy this?

2. B: Sure. How many copies?

3. A: I need 10 copies, double-sided.

4. B: Color or black and white?

5. A: Black and white is fine.

6. B: Black and white might not be as clear.

7. A: Doesn't matter, just do it.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� coi2 sik1 colored adjective

�� hak1 baak6 black and white adjective

�� jing2 jan3 to photocopy verb

!� dan1 min2 single-sided adjective

� fan6
measure word for 

copies (/sets / items) classifier

� ziu3
according to (do as 

you're told) preposition

�� soeng1 min2 double-sided adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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"#�$��������%�
nei5 dei6 ni1 dou6 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 jing2 jan3 coi2 

sik1 ge3? 
Can you make colored copies here?

&'��(��)�
cing2 man6 hak1 baak6 daa2 jan3 gei2 do1 

cin2? 
Excuse me, how much does it cost to print 
black and white copies?

(�*�*+,���
daa2 jan3 hai6 m4 hai6 gwai3 gwo3 jing2 jan3 ? 
Is printing more expensive than copying?

-.(�!�%�/�/012
2�
jyu4 gwo2 daa2 jan3 daan1 min2 ge3, wui5 m4 

wui5 zoek6 sou3 siu2 siu2 ? 
Would it be cheaper if I print single-sided?

-.(���34�225
6

jyu4 gwo2 daa2 jan3 do1 fan6, zau6 seoi1 jiu3 

do1 siu2 siu2 si4 gaan3. 
It will take a little bit longer if you want to 
print a lot of copies.

7�89

loeng5 fan6 caau2 faan6. 
Two orders of fried rice.

"�( ��3�!�%

nei5 ziu3 daa2 laa1, nog5 zau6 jiu3 daan1 min2 

ge3. 
Just do what I said, I want single-sided.

�:;<(���%

ngo5 soeng2 cyun4 bou6 daa2 jan3 soeng1 

min2 ge3. 
I want them all double-sided.

GRAMMAR

Having it Your Way 
 

"Just do it!"
 

Our focus in today's grammar point is a common way to tell other people to do things your 
way. We see this in the dialogue in the line ��  (ziu3 jan3 laa1), which we judiciously 
translated as "just do it". Comparisons to the Nike slogan aside, what we have here is the 
character � (ziu3) introducing the action that you want someone to perform. An extended 
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version of this sentence might be ��=%>� (ziu3 ngo5 gong2 ge3 heoi3 jan3) "do it 
the way I say". Consider the following other examples: 

1. �> 
ziu3 heoi3 
Go the way you've been told.

2. �? 
ziu3 jung6 
Use it the way you've been told.

3. �@ 
ziu3 zou6 
Do it the way you've been told.

Note that this structure leaves it ambiguous exactly what the standard is for performing the 
verb. We are telling people to perform an action, but according to what? This is one reason 
these expressions are considered slightly curt, although not necessarily rude. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Photocopy shops are surprisingly hard to find in Hong Kong given the size and density of the 
city. Maybe it is the way people in Hong Kong are crazy about the environment, but if you 
need to make a copy in a hurry, the best thing to do is look for smaller photography shops that 
advertise the fujifilm or kodak brands with neon in-store signage. In addition to photo printing 
services, these shops usually offer photocopy services as well. And be sure to bring a USB 
stick: there's no guarantee they'll be able to connect your machine to the printer otherwise. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
����

2. B: ������	

3. A: ������������

4. B: ����� 	

5. A: �����
!"#$%	

6. B: ����&�'(	

JYUTPING

1. A: fun1 jing4 lei4 dou3 wui3 fung1 ngan4 hong4. jau5 me1 bong1 
dou2 nei5?

2. B: ngo5 soeng2 hoi1 go3 wu6 hau2.

3. A: hou2 aa6, cyu5 cuk1 ding6 hai6 zi1 piu3 wu6 hau2?

4. B: ngo5 hai6 soeng2 cyun4 cin2 ge3.

5. A: hoi1 zi1 piu3 wu6 hau2 jau5 min5 fai3 seon3 jung6 kaat1.

6. B: hou2 aa3, ngo5 zau6 hoi1 ni1 zek3.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Welcome to HSBC. How can I help?

2. B: I'd like to open an account.

3. A: Great. Savings or checking's (account)?

4. B: I want to save some money.

5. A: With a checking account, you can get a free credit card.

6. B: Okay, I could use that too.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

#$% seon3 jung6 kaat1 credit card noun

��  ngan4 hong4 bank noun

�� cyu5 cuk1 to save verb

�� cyun4 cin2 to save money verb

�� fun1 jing4 to welcome verb

�� zi1 piu3 cheque; check noun

�� wu6 hau2 account noun

!" min5 fai3 free adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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)#$%$*�	
nei5 zoeng1 seon3 jung6 kaat1 jung6 m4 dou2. 
Your credit card can't be used.

+,'-��./0123	
teng1 gong2 ni1 gaan1 ngan4 hong4 cam4 jat6 

bei2 jan4 daa2 gip6. 
I heard that this bank was robbed 
yesterday.

456789:;��<=�
>�?@;A	
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 saam1 sap6 seoi3 lin4 jat1 di1 

cyu5 cuk1 dou1 mou5, nei5 zan1 hai6 jiu3 haan1 

di1 sai2. 
If you don't have any savings by age 30, 
you should spend less.

����	
ngo5 soeng2 cyun4 cin2. 
I want to save money.

����BC���
�DE��
�
fun1 jing4 lai4 dou3 zung1 gwok3 ngan4 hong4, 

jau5 me1 ho2 ji5 bong1 dou2 nei5 ? 
Welcome to the Bank of China, what can I 
help you with?

*�F:�CG<HIJK��	
m4 hai6 mui5 jat1 go3 gwok3 gaa1 dou1 zip3 

sau6 leoi5 jau4 zi1 piu3. 
Not every country will accept travelers' 
checks.

���:�L�MN���
;�
OP�
ngo5 soeng2 hoi1 jat1 go3 gu2 piu3 maai5 

maai6 wu6 hau2, jau5 di1 me1 sau2 zuk6 ? 
I want to open a stock trading account, 
what are the procedures?

QRS ������!"T	
heoi3 hoeng1 gong2 ge3 ngan4 hong4 hoi1 wu6 

hau2 hai6 min5 fai3 gaa3. 
It's free to open a bank account in Hong 
Kong.

GRAMMAR

Adding a Little Extra Umph to Your Cantonese 
 

"I want to save some money."
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Our grammar focus in this lesson is on a way to add extra emphasis to particular statements 
in Cantonese. This is the � ...   (hai6... ge3) pattern, which we see in the dialogue in the 
sentence �����  (ngo5 hai6 soeng2 cyun4 cin2 ge3) "I want to save money". Now, 
while we translated this as a simple statement, it might be more accurate to translate it as, 
"The reason I came here is to save money." This structure thus provides an informal way to 
stress the object or action which is placed between the characters � (hai6) and   (ge3). For 
more examples, consider the following. 
 For Example: 

1. '�����*�� � 
ni1 go3 ngan4 hong4 wu6 hau2 m4 hai6 ngo5 ge3 
"This bank account isn't mine."

2. ������!" � 
hoi1 zi1 piu3 wu6 hau2 hai6 min5 fai3 ge3 
"Opening a checking account is free."

Looking to use this pattern in a negative sentence? Then simply add * (m4) before the verb 
� (hai6). 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Banking in Hong Kong
 

Hong Kong just might be the easiest country in the world in which to open a bank account, 
and not only if you're a person. While opening a corporate bank account can involve a 
number of hassles in many countries, in Hong Kong, accountants are accustomed to creating 
corporate entities and arranging bank accounts for them at institutions like HSBC or many of 
the local banks. The process is so convenient that Hong Kong is the business registration 
capital of Asia, and most prominent banks have a dedicated and busy teller area dedicated to 
servicing commercial business. If you've ever thought of starting a business for yourself but 
have been worried about it, this is also one of the easiest ways to get going. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: �������

2. B: �	

3. A: 
������

4. B: �	

5. A: ��������	

6. B: �������

7. A: ��������	

JYUTPING

1. A: nei5 jiu3 deng6 ng5 baak3 gin6?

2. B: hai6.

3. A: zung6 jiu3 wan6 heoi3 saam1 faan4 si5?

4. B: hai6.

5. A: sap6 ji6 jyu6 dou2 ho2 ji5 wan6 dou6.

6. B: ho2 ng4 ho2 ji5 faai3 di1?

7. A: ho2 ji5, daan6 hai6 wui5 gwai3 di1.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. A: You want to order 500 units?

2. B: Yes.

3. A: And ship them to San Francisco?

4. B: Yes.

5. A: It can be done... around December.

6. B: Can't you do this faster?

7. A: Yes, but it will cost more.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� muk6 dik1 dei6 destination noun

!� hung1 wan6 air transport noun

"� hoi2 wan6 ocean shipping noun

 # dei6 zi2 address noun

� dou2 about adverb

� wan6 to ship verb

$ sau1 to receive verb

� gin6 unit classifier

� deng6 to order verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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%&'�� ()����
kok3 cit3 ge3 muk6 dik1 dei6 hai2 bin1 ? saam1 

faan4 si5? 
What is the exact destination? San 
Francisco?

!�*"���	
hung1 wan6 bei2 hoi2 wan6 jiu3 faai3. 
Air transport is faster than ocean shipping.

"�*+,�-.*+/	
hoi2 wan6 bei2 gaau3 maan6, bat1 gwo3 bei2 

gaau3 peng4. 
Ocean shipping is slow, but it's also fairly 
cheap.

�01�23�0 #	
wan6 fo3 seoi1 jiu3 jat1 go3 wan6 fo3 dei6 zi2. 
The shipping form needs to include a 
shipping address.

450!�6�7�	
ni1 pai1 fo3 hung1 wan6 saam1 jat6 dou2 zau6 

dou6. 
The goods will ship by air transport, in 
about three days.

4501���89	
ni1 pai1 fo3 seoi1 jiu3 wan6 dou3 mei5 gwok3. 
These goods need to be shipped to 
America.

�:;$�450�
nei5 jau5 mou5 sau1 dou2 ni1 pai1 fo3? 
Have you received the goods?

<1����43=>'	
ngo5 seoi1 jiu3 ji6 sap6 gin6 ni1 go3 jing4 hou6 

ge3. 
I need twenty units of this model.

<?6@A�B0	
ngo5 cam4 jat6 ji5 ging1 deng6 hou2 fo3. 
I already ordered the goods yesterday.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Three Ways to Say "about" in Cantonese 
 

"It can be done around December." 
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In previous lessons we learned how the words CD (daai6 koi3) and CE (daai6 jeok3), 
both of which translate into "about," can be used in a manner similar to that word in English. 
CDF3� (daai6 koi3 loeng5 go3 jyut6) thus translates as "about two months" for 
instance, while CE:3G (daai6 jeok3 jau5 saam1 go3 jan4) means "about 3 people". 
 
In this lesson we introduce another Cantonese word which is used to approximate numbers. 
This is the word � (dou2) "about; roughly". Note the difference in pronunciation here than 
with the � (dou6) which appears in the word )� (bin1 dou6). When � (dou2) is used for 
expressing approximation, it is pronounced in second tone and positioned after the relevant 
number or length of time. Our dialogue offers one example of this, to which we can add the 
following:  

1. 4�H500I�� 
ni1 gin3 saam1 ng5 baak3 man1 dou2 
This shirt is about 500 dollars

2. "��23��� 
hoi2 wan6 jiu3 jat1 go3 jyut6 dou2 
Ocean shipping takes about one month.

3. !��24JK�� 
hung1 wan6 jiu3 ji6 sap6 sei3 siu2 si4 dou2 
Air freight takes about 24 hours.

In addition to � (dou2), other ways of saying "about" are LM (zo2 jau5) and NOP 
(gam3 soeng6 haa5). For instance, if you want to say "about seven o'clock", you can say 
either QRLM (cat1 dim2 zo2 jau5) or �����(cat1 dim2 gam3 soeng6 haa5). 
Similarly, "about four days" can be translated as both S6LM (sei3 jat6 zo2 jau5) and �
����(sei3 jat6 gam3 soeng6 haa5) . 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

A Fragrant History
 

Hong Kong's commercial success originally came from its stunning natural harbor, which 
faces the East China Sea just to the east of the Zhujiang River. There are several legends 
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about how the small fishing village which started there became known as Hong Kong, which 
literally means "fragrant harbor". Some say the name comes from the city's role in the 
transportation of spices, while others claim it is related to a beautiful female pirate whose 
name was Xiang Gu, which means the Woman with a Scent. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
�

2. B: �����
�����

3. A: ���������

4. B: ���
���� ���!"#

5. A: �	
$%&'
#

6. B: "�(�

7. A: �)�*+�

JYUTPING

1. A: ngo5 soeng2 bou3 meng2 soeng5 ni1 go3 jyu4 gaa1 baan1.

2. B: m4 hou2 ji3 si1, ni1 baan1 ji5 ging1 mun5 zo2.

3. A: aa2, ngo5 zan1 hai6 hou2 soeng2 hok6 wo3.

4. B: baa1 leoi4 mou5 baan1 zung6 jau5 wai2, nei5 soeng2 ng4 soeng2 
si3 haa5 ?

5. A: jyu4 gaa1 baan1 gei2 si4 zoi3 hoi1 baan1 ?

6. B: haa6 go3 jyut6.

CONT'D OVER
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7. A: ngo5 dou1 hai6 dang2 laa1.

ENGLISH

1. A: I would like to sign up for this Yoga class

2. B: Sorry, that class is full.

3. A: Oh... I really wanted to learn.

4. B: How about ballet? There are spaces available�

5. A: When does the next Yoga class start?

6. B: Next month.

7. A: Ok. I'll wait.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

,-./ gin6 san1 wui2 jyun4 gym membership noun

,-0 gin6 san1 fong4 gym noun

�	 jyu4 gaa1 yoga noun

��� baa1 leoi4 mou5 ballet noun

�� bou3 meng2 to register verb

� mun5 full adjective

�� jau5 wai2 to have space verb
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'
 hoi1 baan1 to start class verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�,-./12345,-06
7�
jau5 gin6 san1 wui2 jyun4 ge3 jan4 ho2 ji5 heoi3 

gin6 san1 fong4 jau4 seoi2. 
People with a gym membership can swim 
in the gym.

�89:;�<,-0�
ngo5 uk1 kei2 fu6 gan6 jau5 gaan1 gin6 san1 

fong4. 
There is a gym in my neighborhood.

�	=>�?@ABC�
jyu4 gaa1 ji4 gaa1 hai2 zung1 gok3 hou2 sau6 

fun1 jing4. 
Yoga is very popular in China now.

���D/1EDFGHI�
baa1 leoi4 mou5 jin2 jyun4 ge3 biu2 jin2 dung6 

zok3 hou2 jau1 mei5. 
The ballet dancer's performance was 
excellent.

JK�L���MN�OP6
7�QR�ST**�
keoi5 bong1 go3 zai2 bou3 meng2 hok6 hou2 

do1 je5, pei3 jyu4 jau4 seoi2, gong3 kam4, faat3 

man2 dang2 dang2. 
She helped her child register for many 
classes, such as swimming, piano and 
French.

����UV1WX�����
m4 hou2 ji3 si3�gam1 jat6 ge3 jyu6 joek3 ji5 

ging1 mun5 zo2. 
Sorry, today’s booking is already full.

�Y1�	
��MZ��
soeng6 ng5 ge3 jyu4 gaa1 baan1 zung6 jau5 

hou2 do1 hung1 wai2. 
There is space available in the morning 
yoga class.

,-[\]^_(`'
�
gin6 san1 sat1 tung1 soeng4 hai2 ji6 jyut6 fan6 

hoi1 baan1. 
The fitness room class usually starts in 
February.

GRAMMAR
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Reaching States of Being and Completion 
  
ng4 hou2 ji3 si1, ni1 baan1 ji5 ging1 mun5 zo2. 
"Sorry, that class is full." 
 
 

In previous lessons we learned that we can add � (zo2) after a verb to put it into the past 
tense, as with the sentences �a�bc1,-.d (ngo5 maai5 zo2 jat1 nin4 ge3 gin6 
san1 wui2 zik6) "I bought a gym membership for a year" or  e�M� (nei5 sau3 zo2 
hou2 do1 wo3) "You've lost a lot of weight". This lesson offers another usage of this particle 
that is much more common with adjectives. In it we see a speaker adding the particle after an 
adjective to imply that we have reached the state described by this adjective. In our dialogue, 
�� thus states not that the class was full at some point in the past, but rather that it is now 
full whereas it was not full before. For other examples, consider these sentences: 

1. Pf gh�ij�� 
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 zeon2 bei3 hou2 zo2 zau6 giu3 ngo5 
"When you're ready, give me a shout."

2. =>Z�� 
ji4 gaa1 hung1 zo2 
"It is now empty."

3. �klmn�� 
ni1 gin6 si6 gaau2 dim3 zo2 
"This matter is now finished."

Technically, the line between verbs and adjectives in Cantonese is very hazy, and all 
adjectives are in some sense verbs. While this usage looks and feels close to the past tense, 
it is actually denoting something known as change of state. The grammatical difference is 
often a matter of semantics. � (zo2) is considered an aspectual partical when it puts a 
sentence into the past tense, and a modal particle when it communicates change of state. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The History of 
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Yoga
 

Modern scholars divide the history of Yoga into three periods. The first is referred to as the 
"Preclassical Era" and lasted from roughly 5000 B.C. to 2000 B.C. There is little evidence 
about yoga practice which survives from this period of time, and all we know is that yoga 
evolved from a physical practice into a more general life philosophy. In the second stage, 
referred to as the Classical Era and which dates from about 1500 B.C. to 300 B.C., a figure 
known as Patanjali created the foundation of modern Yoga in the form of the Yoga Sutra. 
Some Yoga practitioners believe that Patanjali was the incarnation of the God of Snakes. The 
period which follows is now referred to as the "Post-Classical Era" and saw yoga split into 
different denominations such as Modern Yoga, Raja Yoga, Kundalini Yoga and Siva Yoga 
Aranda. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	


2. B: �����

3. A: ����


4. B: ���

5. A: ����������

6. B: ���������� !�

7. A: ��"�

JYUTPING

1. A: sin1 saang1, cing2 man6 jau5 mou5 deng6 wai2?

2. B: ngo5 deng6 zo2 gaan1 fong2.

3. A: cing2 man6 gwai3 sing3?

4. B: sing3 lung4.

5. A: gan1 ngo5 lei4 ni1 bin1 aa1, lung4 saang1.

6. B: tung4 ngo5 lo5 bui1 wai1 si6 gei2, lok6 saam1 lap1 bing1.

7. A: mou5 man6 tai4.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Sir, have you made a reservation?

2. B: I've booked a private room.

3. A: Your family name, please?

4. B: Long.

5. A: Mr. Long, please follow me this way.

6. B: Bring me a glass of whiskey with three ice cubes.

7. A: No problem.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

��� gan1 ngo5 lei4 follow me sentense

��" mou5  man6  tai4  no problem phrase

��� wai1 si6 gei2 whiskey noun

# ! gei2 lap1 bing1 a few pieces of ice phrase

�	 deng6 wai2 to make reservation verb

� lok6
to put; to go down; to 

fall,with verb

$%& fuk6 dak6 gaa1 vodka noun

�� gwai3 sing3 honorable name expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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������'()*+�
gan1 ngo5 lai4 ni1 bin1, ceot1 hau2 hai2 go2 

dou6. 
Follow me this way, the exit is over there.

��",�-�./0�
mou5 man6 tai4 ge3, dang2 ngo5 zip3 sau2 

laa1. 
No problem, let me take over.

���1234567�
wai1 si6 gei2 hai6 jat1 zung2 zau2 zing1 jam2 

liu2. 
Whiskey is a type of alcoholic beverage.

�����8�9:;&# !

sin1 saang1, cing2 man6 nei5 bui1 gwo2 zap1 

jiu3 gaa1 gei2 lap1 bing1? 
Sir, how many pieces of ice you want in 
the fruit juice?

�<=>?@�ABCDE�	�
ngo5 cam4 jat6 ji5 ging1 daa2 zo2 din6 waa2 

heoi3 caan1 teng1 deng6 wai2. 
I called the restaurant and made a 
reservation yesterday.

FGH�IJ��FK�!�
m4 goi1 bei2 bui1 ho2 lok6 ngo5, m4 hou2 lok6 

bing1. 
Please give me a glass of cola with no ice.

�FLMN4�$%&FO��
ngo5 m4 zung1 ji3 joeng4 zau2 , fuk6 dak6 gaa1 

m4 ngaam1 ngo5. 
I don't drink western spirits, so vodka is not 
my drink.

�����8��

sin1 saang1, cing2 man6 nei5 gwai3 sing3? 
Sir, what's your family name?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is a Cantonese Way of Asking for Favors 
 

"Bring me a glass of whiskey with three ice cubes." 
 
 

Our grammar point today involves looking at a new usage for an old and familiar word: � 
(tung4). In previous lessons we learned that this is usually a preposition, which means we put 
it in front of verbs to modify the scope of that verb. For example, in the sentence ��P2Q
CRS (ngo5 tung4 keoi5 jat1 cai4 heoi3 sik6 faan6) "we're going eating together," our 
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preposition � (tung4) is used like the word "with" in English. This is also what we see in the 
question �PCTU� (tung4 keoi5 heoi3 hoeng1 gong2) "going to Hong Kong with her?" 

In this lesson we run into another usage of �, where the character is used to ask someone 
for help doing something. In our dialogue, we run into this when our second speaker says �
������ (tung4 ngo5 lo5 bui1 wai1 si6 gei2) "bring me a glass of whiskey". Here � 
is being used for in the sense of doing something "for" someone. This is a more subtle usage 
of the character, which we can also see in the following two examples: 

1. ����VW4� 
tung4 ngo5 lo5 bui1 gai1 mei5 zau2 
Bring me a cocktail.

2. XY�PZ[���� 
gei3 dak1 tung4 keoi5 maai5 zi1 wai1 si6 gei2 
Remember to help him buy a bottle of whiskey.

Don't forget that there is another word we can use which expresses the same meaning as � 
(tung4) in Cantonese. This word is \ (bong1), as in the request \���]^4 (bong1 
ngo5 lo5 bui1 pou4 tou4 zau2) "bring me a glass of wine". 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Hong Kong Nightlife
 

Looking for a place to hang out with friends in Hong Kong? Options we recommend include 
Soho on Hollywood Road (_`ab). This is one of the best places to have dinner or a 
drink, and it becomes especially busy during the summer and on weekends. And if you miss 
Western culture, there is a popular bar there called the 1911 Club, which is an Irish pub 
specializing in Guinness and whiskey. 

Compared to those on Hollywood Road, bars in the Kowloon area are more economical. 
Although the prices are cheaper, bars and clubs are popular among young people in Hong 
Kong. Ned Kelley's Last Stand is widely considered the most popular because of its 
wonderful jazz band. Others who want to spend a magnificent night enjoying the beautiful 
view of Victoria Harbor can check out Felix in The Peninsula (cd4e), which has the most 
impressive restroom we've ever seen in Hong Kong. There is also the Sky Lounge in the 
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Sheraton Hong Kong Hotel &Towers (TUfgh4e) and Lobby Lounge in the 
Intercontinental Hotel (ij4e). 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. ��������	

2. 
���	

3. ��������

4. �����������... ������ �!"

5. #...

6. $%&"

7. �'()�& �*�

JYUTPING

1. Ngo5 dei6 jiu3 jyu2 ding6 haa1 hou2 ne1 ?

2. Bat1 jyu4 jiu3 haai5 aa1 ?

3. San1 sin1 ge3 haai5 hou2 gwai3 o6.

4. Daan6 hai6 ni1 gaan1 hai6 hoi2 sin1 zau2 lau4 lai4 gaa6... tung4 maai4 gam1 jat6 hai6 
ngo5 saang1 jat6 aa6!

5. Gam2...

6. Ng4 goi1 nei5 aa1 !

CONT'D OVER
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7. Hou2 laa1, gin3 hai6 nei5 saang1 jat6 zaa3.

ENGLISH

1. A: Should we get fish or shrimp?

2. B: How about crab?

3. A: Fresh crab is so expensive.

4. B: But this is a seafood restaurant...and it's my birthday.

5. A: Well...

6. B: Come on...

7. A: Ok honey, it's only because it's your birthday.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

+, ceng1 hau2 mussels noun

�� san1 sin1 fresh adjective

-. bing1 dung3 frozen adjective

)� gin3 hai6 it's only because other

� jyu2 fish noun

� haai5 crab noun

�� hoi2 sin1 seafood noun
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/� lung4 haa1 lobster noun

� haa1 shrimp noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

���+,012($�3�
gam1 jat6 ge3 ceng1 hau2 taai3 saai3 zek6, m4 

hou2 mei6. 
Today's mussels are too small, and don't 
taste good.

�����$�4�56�
san1 sin1 ge3 hoi2 sin1 m4 hai6 mui5 jat6 dou1 

jau5. 
There is not fresh seafood every day.

7�89:;<=-.>?�
keoi5 dei6 go3 syut3 gwai6 zong1 mun2 sai3 

bing1 dung3 sik6 bun2. 
They stocked the freezer with frozen food.

)�&@A(BC&DEF*�
gin3 hai6 nei5 zung1 ji3, sin1 daai3 nei5 heoi3 

leoi5 jau4 zaa3. 
It's only because you like it, that I take you 
traveling.

GHIJKLM��
jing1 dat6 jin4 pok3 haa6 loi4 zaa1 jyu4 
The eagle is flying and swooping for fish.

N2O�PQRST�
loeng5 zek3 pong4 haai5 zoi6 ngaam4 sek6 

soeng6 zau2 
The two crabs are walking on a rock.

UV������(�WX�
hoeng1 gong2 ge3 hoi2 sin1 hou2 san1 sin1, 

hou2 ceot1 meng2. 
Hong Kong seafood is fresh and famous.

/�PRYS�
lung4 haa1 zoi6 sek6 tau4 soeng6. 
The lobster is on the rock.

�����Z�($��Z[\"
ngo5 jiu3 ge3 hai6 gaa3 lei1 haa1, m4 hai6 gaa3 lei1 ngau4 juk6 ! 
What I ordered was shrimp curry, not beef curry!

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is Special Cases 
 

"It's only because it's your birthday." 
 
 

Our grammar point in this lesson focuses on the structure )�... * (gin3 hai6... zaa3). 
When you start a sentence with )� and finish it with *, you are making a statement that is 
trying to explain the reasoning behind specific cases. In our dialogue, we hear this when the 
first speaker says )�& �* ("It's only because it's your birthday"). This is the best way 
to explain the reasoning behind special cases, as also in our following examples: 

1. )��@A&*� 
gin3 hai6 ngo5 zung1 ji3 nei5 zaa3 
"It's only because I love you."

2. )����W]*���>��'� 
gin3 hai6 ngo5 gam1 jat6 ceot1 leong4 zaa3, ngo5 dei6 sik6 hoi2 sin1 laa1. 
"It's only because I got paid today that we are eating seafood."

3. )�^/�$��*���_[`'� 
gin3 hai6 di1 lung4 haa1 m4 san1 sin1 zaa3, ngo5 dei6 maai5 ngau4 paa2 laa1. 
"It's only because the lobster isn't fresh that we bought steak."

This is a fairly straightforward pattern. Just don't forget to add the particle * (zaa3) at the end 
of your sentence. Adding this helps make the reason more emphatic and emphasizes the 
speaker's mood: this is a special case! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Getting Fresh Seafood in Hong Kong
 

In the Hong Kong movie The Chinese Feast starring Leslie Cheung (abc), there is a 
funny scene that involves a live fish getting loose in a restaurant kitchen. The scene is of 
course exaggerated, but the humor reflects the fact that Hong Kong restaurants are great 
places to go if you're looking for fresh seafood. 
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If you're just passing through the city, let us recommend two general areas worth visiting. The 
first is Sai Kung Port (defY), although this is more of a destination than a specific 
restaurant place. One of the best places to eat seafood in Hong Kong, Sai Kung has a whole 
street of seafood restaurants. To ensure that even the most fussy eaters can be satisfied by 
the freshness of the food, restaurant owners spend millions of HKD every year on aquariums 
and other equipment, making the restaurants in the area resemble nothing so much as 
aquatic zoos. 

Another place we feel compelled to mention is Lei Yue Mun (g�h), which has more of a 
grassroots Hong Kong feeling to it. The interesting thing about Lei Yue Mun is that you can't 
just step into a restaurant and order food. What you have to do is buy your own seafood at the 
fish market, and then take it to a restaurant with the request that a local chef (referred to as �
i "jyu4 wong4") will cook it for you. Local people think this method makes sure both 
restaurants and seafood sellers do the best job and ensures the freshest and best-tasting 
food. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. �������

2. �	�
��

3. �����... ��
���

4. ������

5. ���������

JYUTPING

1. Ni1 zek3 caa4 hou2 hoeng1 wo3!

2. Nei5 deoi3 caa4 jau5 jin4 gau3?

3. Mut6 lei6, wu1 lung4... ngo5 hou2 jau5 jin4 gau3.

4. Gam2 ni1 zek3 hai6 me1 caa4?

5. Jing1 goi1 hai6 pou2 lei5 gaa1 guk1 faa1.

ENGLISH

1. A: This tea is so...fragrant�

2. B: You know a lot about tea?

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: Jasmine Tea, Oolong tea... I'm an expert.

4. B: So what tea is this�

5. A: It should be Pu'er with chrysanthemum.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

��� pou2 lei2 caa4 pu’er tea noun

� caa4 tea noun

��� mut6 lei6 caa4 jasmine tea noun

��� wu1 lung2 caa4 oolong tea noun

� zyun1 gaa1 expert noun

��� guk1 faa1 caa4 chrysanthemum tea noun

�� jin4 gau3 research verb

!" gaa3 fe1 coffee noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�#$�%&'()*+���,
)*-(.�
hoeng1 gong2 jan4 hou2 zung1 ji3 ziu1 zou2 

jat1 bin1 jam2 pou2 lei2 caa4, jat1 bin1 sik6 zou2 

caan1. 
Hong Kong people love to have breakfast 
with pu’er tea.

/01�2�
334�
keoi5 maai5 bei2 ngo5 ge3 caa4 jau5 siu2 siu2 

fu2. 
The tea he bought me was a little bitter.
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�55%&+67��
ngo5 baa4 baa1 zung1 ji3 jam2 gung1 fu1 caa4. 
My father likes to drink Kung Fu tea.

������8,	9:�
;�
mut6 lei6 caa4 hou2 hoeng1 hou2 tim4, doi3 

san1 tai2 hou2 jau5 jik1. 
Jasmine tea is fragrant and sweet, and 
good for your body.

���2<=>���?@�
Wu1 lung2 caa4 ge3 ngaan4 sik1 bei2 mut6 lei6 

caa4 jiu3 sam1. 
Oolong tea is darker than jasmine tea.

/�AB�CDE2� �
keoi5 hai6 gwaan1 jyu1 caa4 jip6 ge3 zyun1 

gaa1. 
He is an expert on tea.

�FG�HI� �
ngo5 lou5 dau6 hai6 caak3 daan2 zyun1 gaa1. 
My dad is a bomb disposal expert.

JK$>L%&+���MN��
��
nin4 cing1 jan4 bei2 gau3 zung1 ji3 guk1 faa1 

caa4 do1 gwo3 wu1 lung2 caa4. 
Young people prefer Chrysanthemum tea 
to Oolong tea.

O$��2PQ�R�
si1 jan4 jin4 gau3 ge3 sing4 bun2 hou2 gou1. 
Private research is very costly.

STUVW�X,YZ[\�+!
"]�
jyu4 gwo2 soeng2 fan3 go3 hou2 gaau3, je6 

maan5 zau6 m4 hou2 jam2 gaa3 fe1 laa3. 
If you want to sleep well, do not drink 
coffee at night.

�^2!"�_�
ni1 dou6 ge3 gaa3 fe1 hou2 zeng3. 
The coffee here is awesome.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Another Grammar Point that is Also Good to Have 
 

"I'm an expert." 
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In previous lessons, we taught you that the verb 
 (jau5) means "to have", as in the simple 
verb phrases 
`a (jau5 gaan1 uk1) "to have a house" or 
bc (jau5 bou6 ce1) "to 
have a car". In this lesson, we want to take a bit of time to look at another more advanced 
usage of 
 which happens when the verb is paired with abstract nouns. An example is 
d
e (jau5 hok6 man6) "to be knowledgeable" or 
fg (jau5 man4 faa3) "to be educated". 
Here we are talking about possession in an abstract sense, and the meaning is closer to the 
verb "to be" when we translate this into English. Consider the following examples: 

1. �
hij� 
ngo5 jau5 zeon2 bei6 laa1 
"I'm ready."

2. /�
kl� 
keoi5 hou2 jau5 ban2 mei6 
"He's a man with a good taste."

3. /mn(
op� 
keoi5 aa3 maa1 zou2 jau5 waai4 ji4 
"His mom has been skeptical for quite a long time."

If you find yourself confused about when to translate 
 as "to have" and when to translate it 
as "to be," just remember this simple rule. When the noun after 
 is a tangible object, we are 
referring to possession. Otherwise, Chinese speakers are implying an equality of states as 
best translated with "to be". 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Curious About Chinese Teas? 
 

Pu'er tea is originally from Yunnan Province in mainland China, and is considered to become 
more flavorful as time passes, so some people will invest in purchasing bricks of the tea and 
reselling them over time. Because the tea leaves are put through a fermenting process in the 
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course of their harvesting, Pu'er tea always tastes sweet and soft where other kinds of tea 
tends to become bitter. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ���������	

2. B: 
�����

3. A: �������	

4. B: ������

5. A: �������� �!"��	

JYUTPING

1. A: ngo5 aa3 maa1 jau6 ngaai3 ngo5 heoi3 seong1 tai2.

2. B: gam1 ci3 jau6 gin3 bin1 go3?

3. A: jat1 go3 dei6 caan2 seong1 go3 zai2.

4. B: gam2 mai6 hou2 jau5 mai5?

5. A: ngo5 dou1 m4 zi3 zoi6 ,ngo5 seong2 wan2 go3 jan4 doi6 ngo5 
heoi3.

ENGLISH

1. A: My mom has asked me to go on blind date again.

2. B: Who are you seeing this time?

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: The son of a real estate developer.

4. B: Then he's rich, right?

5. A: I don't care. I'm thinking about getting someone to go for me.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� dei6 caan2 real estate noun

�� soeng1 tai2 blind date verb

�� jau5 mai5 rich adj

�� zi3 zoi6 to aim at verb

" doi6 for; on behalf of verb

�# zoi6 fu4 to care about verb

$%� hoi1 faat3 soeng1 developer noun

� aai3 to ask verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

&'()*��+,-�./	
zeoi3 gan6 sap6 nin4 zou6 dei6 caan2 ho2 ji5 

zaan6 hou2 do1 cin2. 
In the last ten years, real estate has made 
a lot of money .


�0��1���230	
gam1 ci3 ge3 soeng1 tai2 hai6 ngo5 maa1 mi4 

on1 paai4 ge2. 
This blind date was arranged by my 
mother.
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45��0!1�678	
zan1 zing3 jau5 mai5 ge3 jan4 hai6 hou2 dai1 

diu6 gaa3. 
Realy rich people are very low-key.

9�:;<=���>?@	
Keoi5 hou2 kan4 lik6 fan3 lin6, zi3 zoi6 lo2 

gwun3 gwan1. 
He trains hard, and aims at the champion.

AB�CDE+�+,"��F�
ting1 jat6 go3 haau2 si3 nei5 ho2 m4 ho2 ji5 doi6 

ngo5 heoi3 aa3? 
Could you go to the examination for me 
tomorrow�

9��#!�G9HI	
keoi5 hou2 zoi6 fu4 jan4 dei6 gong2 keoi5 waai6 

waa2. 
He cares when other people say bad 
things about him.

J)K0LMNOP$%�QRS
T0UV	
saam1 nin4 cin4 ge3 hong6 muk6 ji2 ging1 wai6 

hoi1 faat3 seong1 daai3 lai4 geoi6 daai6 ge3 lei6 

jeon6. 
The project already had huge profits for 
the developers three years ago.

WX9Y����Z[�party\�
Dim2 gaai2 keoi5 dei6 m4 aai3 ngo5 heoi3 cam4 

maan5 go3 party aa3? 
Why didn’t they ask me to the party last 
night�

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is How to Ask a Rhetorical Question 
 

"Then he's rich, right?" 
 
 

Our grammar point in this lesson is on how to use the word �� (gam2 mai6) "isn't it" to 
make a rhetorical question. These can be translated into English as both positive and 
negative questions, but they are really just asking for affirmation that the situation is as 
expected, as with the questions ���� (gam2 mai6 hou2 hou2) "it must be good, right" 
and ���. (gam2 mai6 hou2 do1) "it must be a lot, no"? The rules here are simple. 
Simply start your sentence with ��, and follow it with a statement. In our dialogue we heard 
this in the sentence ����� (gam2 mai6 hou2 jau5 mai5?) "then he has money, right". 
For more examples, consider the following sentences: 
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1. �9�1���� 
gam2 keoi5 mai6 hai6 dei6 caan2 seong1? 
"Then he must be a real estate developer, right?"

2. �9�]^G_`I� 
gam2 keoi5 mai6 sik1 dak1 gong2 gwong2 dung1 waa2? 
"Then he must speak Cantonese, right?"

3. �E�130a� 
gam2 nei5 mai6 hai6 saam1 sap6 seoi3? 
"You must be thirty years old, right?"

Although the subject in our dialogue was implied, did you noticed where we added it to our 
example sentences? Just insert the subject between � and �. If you wanted to say �9�
���bc]0� (gam2 keoi5 dei6 mai6 soeng1 tai2 go2 zan6 sik1 ge2) "they met on a 
blind date, didn't they?", you would need to insert the subject 9� ("they") between � and 
�. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

A Date with an Audience of One Billion 
 

In 2010, a television station in Jiangsu province (mainland China) produced a reality 
television show called defg. This show popularized the concept of blind dating 
throughout mainland China and eventually in Hong Kong as well. Encouraged by the 
success of this show, Hong Kong TV stations including TVB (hijklmn) and ATV (o
plm) have put their own local versions into production. If you're looking for love, maybe 
you can try being a contestant? 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
��

2. B: �����������

3. A: ����

4. B: �
������ �

5. A: !�"#$�%&�

JYUTPING

1. A: zau6 lai4 fong3 gaa3,nei5 wui5 heoi3 bin1 dou6 waan2 aa3?

2. B: ngo5 wui5 tung4 ngo5 naam4 pang4 jau5 heoi3 saa1 baa1.

3. A: jau5 me1 waan2 gaa3?

4. B: go2 dou6 zyu2 jiu3 hai6 jeong4 gwong1 hoi2 taan1.

5. A: gam2 nei5 dei6 ho2 ji5 fong3 sung1 haa5.

ENGLISH

1. A: Holiday's coming up soon, are you going anywhere?

2. B: I'm going to Sabah with my boyfriend.

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: What's there to do?

4. B: It's mainly sun and beach.

5. A: You can really relax there.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

'( nam2 zyu6 to plan to verb

�� fong3 gaa3 to be on holiday verb

� hoi2 taan1 beach noun

�% fong3 sung1 to relax verb

)* jau4 soi2 to swim verb

+,� saai3 taai3 joeng4 to sunbathe verb

�� joeng4 gwong1 sunshine noun

�� zau6 lai4 soon adv

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�'(-./01�2345�
ngo5 nam2 zyu6 gwo3 nin4 ge3 si4 hau6 heoi3 

jat6 bun2 leoi5 jau4. 
I plan to go to Japan during the New Years 
holiday.

�&678���9:;<=>�
ngo5 haa6 sing1 kei4 saam1 fong3 gaa3, bat1 

jyu4 jat1 cai4 sik6 faan6. 
I am on holiday next Wednesday�how 
about having dinner together?
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?0@A��
gei2 si4 hoi1 ci2 fong3 gaa3? 
When will the holiday begin?

;<BCD� EFGHI�
jat1 cai4 cek3 goek3 hai2 hoi2 taan1 saan3 bou6 

hou2 long6 maan6. 
Walking barefoot on the beach is very 
romantic.

:J�KLMGN�#$OPQR
�%&�
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 seong2 fan3 dak1 hou2 di1, ho2 

ji5 teng1 heng1 jam1 ngok6 fong3 sung1 haa5. 
If you want to sleep well, listen to light 
music to relax.

SM)*TU;V�WXYZ[
\�
gei3 dak1 jau4 soei2 zi1 cin4 jat1 ding6 jiu3 zou6 

zuk1 jit6 san1 wan6 dung6. 
You must remember to warm up before 
swimming.

+,�/01SM]^+_�
saai3 taai3 jeong4 ge3 si4 hau6 gei3 dak1 caa4 

fong4 saai3 jau4. 
Remember to apply sunscreen when you 
are sunbathing.

`abcde67f��Gghi
-��j�
lin4 zuk6 lok6 zo2 seng1 go3 sing1 kei4 jyu5, 

ngo5 hou2 noi6 mou5 gin3 gwo3 jeong4 gwong1 

laa3. 
It's been raining for a week and I haven't 
seen the sun in a long time.

���bfj�kNlmn�
zau6 lai4 jiu3 lok6 jyu5 laa3, faai3 di1 faan1 uk1 kei2. 
It’s going to rain soon, go home quickly.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Reviewing How to Say That Something is Happening Soon 
 

zau6 lai4 fong3 gaa3 
"Holiday's coming up soon." 
 
 

Our grammar focus in this lesson is reviewing how to use the adverb �� (zau6 lai4) "soon". 
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By putting �� in front of a verb, we express the idea that something is happening soon. In 
our dialogue, we heard this in the sentence ��������	
��� (zau6 lai4 
fong3 gaa3, nei5 wui5 heoi3 bin1 dou6 waan2 aa3?) "the holiday is coming up soon, are you 
going anywhere?" This word has the same meaning as �k (zau6 faai3) "soon". Both can 
be used interchangeably in the following sentences: 

1. �o2��pj� 
ngo5 saang1 jat6 zau6 lai4 dou3 laa3. 
"My birthday is coming soon."

2. q�kp� 
keoi5 zau6 faai3 dou3. 
"He is coming soon."

3. ��krdsetu� 
nei5 zau6 faai3 jyun4 sing4 ni1 go3 jam6 mou6. 
"You are going to finish the job soon."

In addition to �� (zau6 lai4) and �k (zau6 faai3), there are two other words which 
express the idea of "right away." These are vw (zik1 hak1) and xy (maa5 soeng6). 
While vw is a very colloquial expression, xy is more often reserved for written, formal 
Cantonese. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Holiday Habits of Hong Kongers
 

While Hong Kong itself is a frequent travel destination, people in Hong Kong still love to travel 
to others places, with their travel plans typically varying according to their ages. Since older 
travelers have more time and bigger budgets, they tend to prefer visiting North America and 
European countries. For young people though, the most popular destinations are Japan, 
Korea and the Chinese mainland because of the limited number of public holidays (Hong 
Kong has seventeen days public holiday each year) and their own smaller budgets. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	

2. B: 
��������

3. A: ����	

4. B: �����������

5. A: ����	

6. B:  ��!��"#$!

JYUTPING

1. A: sing3 daan3 zit3 heoi3 bin1 dou6 waan2 aa3?

2. B: ngo5 seong2 heoi3 jau5 syut3 lok6 ge3 dei6 fong1.

3. A: heoi3 zo6 me1 aa3?

4. B: lok6 syut3 hou2 long6 maan6, zung6 ho2 ji5 heoi3 waat6 syut3.

5. A: nei5 sik1 waat6 syut3 me1?

6. B: m4 sik1 aa3! ho2 ji5 hok6 aa1 maa3!

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Where are you going for Christmas?

2. B: I want to go somewhere that snows.

3. A: What for?

4. B: It's very romantic when it snows, I can also go skiing.

5. A: Do you know how to ski?

6. B: No, but I can learn!

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

%& gaa3 kei4 holiday noun

� lok6 syut3 to snow verb

�� long6 maan6 romantic adj.

� waat6 syut3 to ski verb

'( lau4 bing1 to skate verb

)* cai3 syut3 jan4 to build a snowman phrase

+, daa2 syut3 zin3
to have a snowball 

fight phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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����-.%&����/0
�12�
ngo5 sing3 daan3 zit3 jau5 saam1 jat6 gaa3 

kei4, ho2 ji5 jat1 cai4 heoi3 haang4 gaai1. 
I have three days holiday at Christmas, we 
can go shopping together.

34567 8��9:;�<
=>?@?A�
hoeng1 gong2 gei1 bun2 soeng6 m4 wui5 lok6 

syut3, jan1 wai6 go2 dou6 seng4 nin4 do1 jau6 

jit6 jau6 sap1. 
It almost never snows in Hong Kong, it's 
hot and wet all year.

B/C>&DE/F���GH�
���
keoi5 jat1 zik6 dou1 kei4 doi6 gwo3 jat1 go3 

long6 maan6 ge3 bak6 sik1 sing3 daan3 zit3. 
She's looking forward to a romantic white 
Christmas.

���IJ/KL��MNO
P�
nei5 waat6 syut3 ge3 si4 hau6 jat1 ding6 jiu3 

zou6 hou2 on1 cyun4 cou3 si1. 
You should do your safety check before 
skiing.

 �QR7S'(��TU�
m4 hou2 hai2 wu4 seong6 min6 lau4 bing1, hou2 

ngai4 him2. 
Don't skate on the lake, it's dangerous.

VW)*X
�YZ[\]�
jyun4 loi4 cai3 syut3 jan4 mou5 ngo5 seong2 

zoeng6 zung1 gam3 gaan2 daan1. 
Building a snowman is more difficult than I 
thought.

^_`+,aIJLbcMN�
siu2 pang4 jau5 daa2 syut3 zin3 ge3 si4 hau6 jiu3 zyu3 ji3 on1 cyun4. 
Children should be careful when having a snowball fight.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is How to Describe a Place 
 

ngo5 seong2 heoi3 jau5 syut3 lok6 ge3 dei6 fong1 
"I want to go somewhere that snows." 
 
 

In our last lesson, we talked about things a person could be with the verb �. For example, 
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we learned how to say �d (jau5 mai5) "rich" or �"e (jau5 hok6 man6) 
"knowledgeable". In this lesson, we build on our last lesson by looking at a way to use the 
verb � to talk about things a place can be, and bundle a descriptive phrase into a proper 
grammatical object. To create an object of this sort, start this structure with the verb � and 
then follow it in turn with the word describing the place, and then the subordinate particle �, 
and then the name of the place. In our dialogue, we hear this when the second speaker says 
����� (jau5 syut3 lok6 ge3 dei6 fong1) "somewhere that snows". For more 
examples, look at these two sentences: 

1. 
fc�gh���� 
ngo5 zung1 ji3 jau5 go1 coeng3 ge3 dei6 fong1 
"I like places where we can sing songs."

2. 34i/F�jk���� 
hoeng1 gong2 hai6 jat1 go3 jau5 saam1 maai5 ge3 dei6 fong1 
"Hong Kong is a place where people can buy clothes."

The complexity here is in the way we have to unbundle verb phrases which already consist of 
a verb and an object. Taking the phrase in our dialogue as an example, we see �� 
(jau5 syut3 lok6) where the normal order of the standalone verb is � (lok6 syut3) "to 
snow". In sentences with this � structure, the verb phrase is unbundled and reversed, 
becoming ��. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Does it Snow in Hong Kong?
 

Hong Kong is known for being hot and muggy, and even at the coldest time of the year the 
temperature rarely falls below five degrees celcius. Given that it is usually above ten degrees 
even in January and February, you may be surprised to learn that it has in fact snowed in 
Hong Kong. The last time this happened was in 1975, when the temperature dropped to zero 
celcius and there was widespread snow throughout the New Territories. In previous years 
there had occasionally been a smattering of snow in less populated areas like Cape 
Collinson. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
���

2. B: ���������

3. A: ����������

4. B:  !�"#$%��

5. A: ...

6. B: �&'(�	
��)*+,-�

JYUTPING

1. A: m4 goi1, ji4 gaa1 zung6 jau5 mou5 hok6 saang1 gei1 piu3 zing6?

2. B: daa2 syun3 me1 si4 gaan3 fei1 bin1 dou6?

3. A: haa6 go3 jyut6, bak1 ging1 dou3 hoeng1 gong2.

4. B: saau2 dang2, ngo5 bong1 nei5 caa4 haa5.

5. A: ...

6. B: m4 hou2 ji3 si1, hok6 saang1 gei1 piu3 ji5 ging1 maai6 saai3 laa3.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Excuse me, are there any student plane tickets left?

2. B: When do you want to take the flight and to where?

3. A: Next month, from Beijing to Hong Kong.

4. B: Please wait for a moment. I'll check it out for you.

5. A: ...

6. B: Sorry, all the student tickets are sold out.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

	
� hok6 saang1 piu3 student ticket noun

./� sing4 jan4 piu3 adult ticket noun

01� ji4 tung4 piu3 children's ticket noun

23 zit3 kau3 discount noun

�� gei1 piu3 airplane ticket noun

 zing6 to have left verb

 ! saau2 dang2 wait for a moment verb.

+, maai6 saai3 to be sold out verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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4567	
��869:;	

<�
jyu4 gwo2 jiu3 maai5 hok6 saang1 piu3, zau6 

jiu3 gei3 dak1 daai3 hok6 saang1 zing3. 
If you want to buy a student ticket, 
remember to bring a student card.

./�=>?@6ABC�
sing4 jan4 piu3 tung1 soeng4 dou1 hai6 jiu3 

jung6 jyun4 gaa3. 
Adult tickets are usually the original price.

D��12EF�GHF701��
hai2 heong1 gong2 sap6 ji6 seoi3 ji2 haa6 sin1 

ho2 ji5 maai5 ji4 tung4 piu3. 
You can only buy children’s ticket for 
children under 12.

45I23"8�7J�
jyu4 gwo2 mou5 zit3 kau3 ngo5 zau6 m4 maai5 

laa3. 
If there isn't a discount, I won't buy it.

$67��8K���27J�
nei5 jiu3 maai5 gei1 piu3 zau6 can3 ji4 gaa1 

daa2 zik3 maai5 laa1. 
You’d better buy the ticket on sale now.

45$LMN�O�8PIQ�
jyu4 gwo2 nei5 taai3 ci4 heoi3, go2 dou6 zau6 

wui5 mou5 wai2 zing6. 
There will have no seats left if you go too 
late.

R !���/LST�UQ�
cing2 saau2 dang2, ji4 gaa1 jan4 taai3 do1 mei6 

jau5 hung1 wai2. 
Please wait a moment, there are too many 
people and no available tables.

VWX�)*+,�$Y�Y'Z
WX�
cat1 dim2 ge3 piu3 ji5 ging1 maai6 saai6, nei5 

gaai3 m4 gaai3 ji3 gau2 dim2 ge3? 
The tickets for 7:00 are sold out, how 
about 9:00?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is How to Communicate a Sense of Finality 
 

m4 hou2 ji3 si1, hok6 saang1 gei1 piu3 ji5 ging1 maai6 saai3 laa3 
"Sorry, our student tickets are all sold out." 
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Our grammar point today is about the verb complement , (saai3) "completely; entirely". As 
with other verb complements, this is simply placed after the verb to change the aspect of the 
verb. In this case, the change communicates that an action has finished completely. For 
examples: 

1. +, 
maai6 saai3 
"to sell completely; to sell out"

2. [, 
zou6 saai3 
"to finish completely"

3. \, 
sik6 saai3 
"to eat everything"

4. ], 
tai2 saai3 
"to see everything"

5. ^, 
giu3 saai3 
"to order everything"

In our dialogue, we heard this used in this sentence 	
��)*+,- (hok6 saang1 
gei1 piu3 ji5 ging1 maai6 saai3 laa3) "all the student tickets are sold out". This is a very 
flexible verb complement that can be used in many more situations though, such as in the 
following examples: 

1. $M�_�`/)*a,� 
nei5 ci4 dou3 zo2, di1 jan4 ji5 ging1 zau2 saai3 
"You are late, everyone is gone."

2. b)*[,`cd�HFef[gh� 
keoi5 ji5 ging1 zou6 saai3 di1 gung1 zok3, ho2 ji5 on1 paai4 zou6 kei4 taa1
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3. "i)*\,`\j�HFk^S`� 
ngo5 dei6 ji5 ging1 sik6 saai3 di1 sik6 mat6, ho2 ji5 zoi3 giu3 do1 di1 
"We've finished all the food, let's order more."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

A Fun Airport!
 

Hong Kong may just have the world's best international airport. And if you're going to be 
stranded anywhere while waiting for a flight, you might as well make it Hong Kong. In addition 
to the usual fast food restaurants and duty free shops that can be found in most airports, the 
Hong Kong airport has a huge range of better dining establishments and non-chain 
restaurants. Everything from Italian food to—of course—Chinese food is available, along with 
fresh juices and of course coffee. Shopping is also a pleasure, and in addition to the usual 
duty-free items available anywhere, you can buy electronics and clothing. The fashion store 
Zara has an outlet right off the waiting lounge! 

The reason the airport is so large and convenient is of course because Hong Kong is one of 
the most important air transport hubs in Asia. And while the city can be reached by most 
international airlines these days, it also supports three airline companies of its own: Cathay 
Pacific Airways (lmnUop), Hong Kong Dragon Airlines (�qnUop) and Hong 
Kong Airlines (��nUop). 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������

2. B: 	
�����

3. A: �������

4. B: ���������� !�"�

5. A: #$%�

6. B: &'(�)#��*�

7. A: �"��+,-.�/012��

JYUTPING

1. A: nei5 gam1 maan5 gei2 dim2 fong3 gung1?

2. B: daai6 joek3 cat1 dim2 zung1 dou2 laa1.

3. A: bat1 jyu4 heoi3 tai2 hei3 lo3!

4. B: dou1 hou2 wo3, ngo5 seong2 tai2 ze6 ting4 fung1 tou3 san1 hei3 
aa3!

5. A: gong2 me1 gaa3?

6. B: hai6 hei2 kek6, teng1 gong2 gei2 hou2 siu3.

CONT'D OVER
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7. A: hou2 aa3, ngo5 maai5 ding6 fei1 hai2 hei3 jyun2 mun4 hau2 
dang2 nei5.

ENGLISH

1. A: What time are you getting off tonight?

2. B: Around 7 o'clock.

3. A: Let's go watch a movie!

4. B: Sure, I want to watch the new movie by Nicholas Tse!

5. A: What is it about?

6. B: It's a comedy, I heard it's pretty funny.

7. A: Okay, I will wait for you outside the theater with the tickets.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� bat1 jyu4 how about phrase

	
 daai6 joek3 around adv

'( hei2 kek6 comedy noun

3( bei1 kek6 tragedy noun

�* hou2 siu3 funny adj

�/ hei3 jyun2 movie theater noun
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�� tai2 hei3 to see a movie verb

�� fong3 gung1 to get off work verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�4567�����89��
gam1 jat6 tin1 hei3 gam3 hou2, bat1 jyu4 heoi3 

paa4 saan1 lo3? 
What a beautiful day today, how about 
going climbing?

�:4�; �	
<120=��
ngo5 cam4 jat6 tai2 go2 tou3 hei3 daai6 joek3 

jau5 jat1 baak3 ji6 sap6 fan1 zung1. 
The movie which I saw yesterday is 
around 120 minutes.

>?@ABCD'(EF&GHI
DJK��
heong1 gong2 zeoi3 sau6 fun1 jing4 ge3 hei2 

kek6 dong1 jin4 hai6 zau1 sing1 ci4 ge3 din6 

jing2 laa1. 
The most popular comedies in Hong Kong 
are Stephen Chow's movies.

LM&NOPQRDST3(�
keoi5 zau6 hai6 jin6 sat6 sang1 wut6 zung1 ge3 

jat1 go3 bei1 kek6. 
He is a tragedy in real life.

UV3(	W�X��
ni1 coeng4 bei1 kek6 daai6 gaa1 dou1 m4 

soeng2. 
No one wanted this tragedy to happen.

�YZ[UV7�*DJK\]^
_�
nei5 co3 gwo3 zo2 ni1 ceong4 gam3 hou2 siu3 

ge3 din6 jing2 taai3 ho2 sik1 laa3. 
It’s too bad you missed this extremely 
funny movie.

�/.�`�
hei3 jyun2 hai2 cat1 lau2. 
The cinema is on the seventh floor.

�abcdL)7�.�/012
��
ngo5 ji5 ging1 waa6 bei2 keoi5 teng1 cat1 dim2 

hai2 hei3 jyun2 mun4 hau2 dang2 nei5. 
I told him to wait for you outside the theatre 
at 7 o'clock.
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�e\f_��ab�gh��Z
��
gung1 zok3 taai3 mong4 laa3, ngo5 ji5 ging1 

hou2 noi6 mou5 heoi3 tai2 gwo3 hei3. 
With so much work, I've been too busy to 
see a movie for a long time.

�ij��klmnop��J
K�
ngo5 daa2 syun3 fong3 gung1 zi1 hau6 tung4 

neoi5 pang4 jau5 heoi3 tai2 din6 jing2. 
I plan to go see a movie with my girlfriend 
after work.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is the Verb Complement  
  

"I will wait for you outside the theater with the tickets." 
  

In our previous lesson we learned about the verb complement q (saai3), which is used to 
suggest that something has been done completely. For example, we can use the phrase rq
- (maai6 saai3 fei1) "to sell out of tickets" or �q� (fong3 saai3 gung1) "to be finished 
work". In this grammar section we will talk about another verb complement, , (ding6). When 
we follow a verb with ,, we mean that we're planning to do something in advance. 

1. +,- 
maai5 ding6 fei1 
"to buy tickets (in advance)"

2. s,t 
paai4 ding6 deoi2 
"to line up in order to do something"

3. u,v 
zyu2 ding6 faan6 
"to cook in order to do somthing else"
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4. ���� 
zyu2 ding6 faan6 
"to finish homework (in advance)"

In our dialogue, we heard it in this sentence �+,-.�/012� (ngo5 maai5 
ding6 fei1 hai2 hei3 jyun2 mun4 hau2 dang2 nei5) "I'll wait for you outside the theater with 
the tickets". For other examples consider these sentences: 

1. +,-�7�wM]x�yz{� 
maai5 ding6 fei1, gam2 ngo5 dei6 zau6 ho2 ji5 tai2 jin5 coeng3 wui5 
"Buy a ticket, then we can see a concert."

2. |,}���~��� 
zou6 ding6 je5, ngo5 soeng2 zou2 di1 zau2 
"Finishing working, I want to go."

As you can see from the sentences above, the usage is a bit more complex than just 
suggesting that something needs to be done. It is used in particular when you have another 
action you wish to perform after the first one, which is contingent on the first being finished. 
This often means translating these sentences with the conjuntion "so" or the phrase "so that." 
In all of these cases, you use , to suggest that when something is settled or finished, you'll 
be able to move on and finish the second action. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Hong Kong Film Industry
 

Hong Kong has the third largest film industry in the world after Hollywood and Bollywood, and 
is the second largest source of exported movies worldwide. And while the history of Hong 
Kong cinema started in the early 20th century, the industry didn't gain global attention until 
Bruce Lee shot his famous movie Big Brother from Tangshan. At that point, Hong Kong film 
because synonymous with kungfu in global markets. It was not until Stephen Chow became 
popular that Hong Kong also became well known for its comedies. 
 
The most significant film company in the history of Hong Kong is the Shaw Brothers studios, 
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which produced most of the world's best known Hong Kong films. The studio is less well 
known than most of its stars, which have included Jackie Chan, Cecilia Cheung and Stephen 
Chow at various points. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	
��

2. B: ������������

3. A: ���������

4. B: ���� !"#�

5. A: $%&�'�()�

JYUTPING

1. A: Ngo5 hou2 seong2 tai2 jung4 zou2 ji4 jin2 coeng3 wui2 aa3!

2. B: Ngo5 gau3 seong2 lo3,daan6 hai6 hou2 naan4 maai5 fei1 aa3!

3. A: Ngo5 pang4 jau5 jau5 fei1 jeong6 ceot1 lai4.

4. B: M4 hai6 ji5 ging1 maai6 saai3 laa3 me1?

5. A: Koi5 lam4 si4 jau5 si6 m4 heoi3 dak1.

ENGLISH

1. A: I really want to watch the concert by Joey Yung!

2. B: I also want to watch it, but it's really difficult to get tickets!

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: My friend has tickets for sale.

4. B: I thought they were sold out!

5. A: She can't go because of an emergency.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� jin2 ceot1 performance noun

*+ ngok6 deoi2 band noun

,- fan2 si1 fans noun

./0 wong4 ngau4 dong2 ticket scalper noun

� jeong6 to yield verb

%& lam4 si4 temporary adj.

� fei1 ticket noun

12 ming4 sing1 star noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

$345��6)789:�
Koi5 cam4 jat6 ge3 jin2 ceot1 zit6 dak1 gou1 
dou6 zaan3 jeong4. 
His performance yesterday was highly 
praised.

;<=�>5*+?@Abeyond�
Heong1 gong2 zeoi3 ceot1 meng2 ge3 ngok6 
deoi2 mok6 gwo3 jyu1 beyond. 
The most famous band in Hong Kong is 
Beyond.
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BEYOND��=BC5*+�
BEYOND hai6 ngo5 zeoi3 zung1 ji3 ge3 ngok6 
deoi2� 
Beyond is my favorite band.

DEFG�H�IJKL�;<�
MN,-�
Nei5 wing5 jyun5 dou1 seong2 zeong6 m4 dou2 
lau4 dak1 waa4 hai2 heong1 gong2 jau5 gei2 
do1 fan2 si1. 
You can never imagine how many fans 
Andy Lau has in Hong Kong.

(./08��OPG
�Q�
Heoi3 wong4 ngau4 dong2 dou6 maai5 fei1 
tong1 seong4 dou1 wui5 hou2 gwai3. 
It’s always very expensive to buy a ticket 
from the ticket scalper.

�R�H$�STUV���
naan4 ji5 seong2 zeong6 keoi5 jeong6 zo2 go3 
gwun3 gwan1 ceot1 lai4. 
It’s hard to imagine that he let other people 
take his championship.

�WXD��YC�Z@[T\�
%&5]^�
ngo5 zi1 dou3 nei5 hou2 m4 mun5 ji3, bat1 gwo3 
nei1 go3 zi2 hai6 lam4 si4 ge3 ngon1 paai4. 
I know you are dissatisfied, but this 
arrangement is only temporary.

�_`4a(��5bcd��
I�
ngo5 lam2 ting1 jat6 sin1 heoi3 maai5 fei1 ge3 
waa2 jat1 ding6 maai5 m4 dou2. 
I don't think you'll be able to buy a ticket 
tomorrow.

�e�f
jau5 mou5 fei1� 
Do you have a ticket?

gh�i5bD
�[TjklI
12�
Jyu4 gwo2 hou2 coi2 ge3 waa2 nei5 wui5 hai6 
nei1 go3 seong1 ceong4 gin3 dou2 ming4 sing1. 
If you are lucky, you will see a star in this 
shopping mall.

D���m12?
nei5 soeng2 m4 soeng2 zou6 ming4 sing1� 
Do you want to be a super star?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is The Negative Form of  
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"She can't go because of an emergency." 
 
 

In a previous lesson we learned how to use the character ) as a verb complement in order 
to express the idea that something is possible. For instance, we learned that () means "to 
be able to go" and n) means "to be able to eat." In this lesson, we want to expand on this 
and cover the negative counterpart to this structure. In order to put these expressions in the 
negative, we must negate the main verb rather than the verb complement. Start your sentence 
with �, and then add the rest of the phrase as it occurs in the affirmative version. This means 
that one is not able to carry out the verb in question. In our dialogue, we see this pattern when 
we hear about the friend who purchased the tickets, and then learn that "she can't go because 
of an emergency," or $%&�'�(). 
  
For more examples of this pattern, consider the following sentences: 

1. �opqrNs�tR��)./05�� 
"I don't have enough cash so can't buy a ticket from scalpers."

2. $uvZw�xyz�	){� 
"He has been tone deaf since childhood and can't sing."

3. $�m)�|� 
"He is not able to act well."

As in our third example above, note that we can add other verb complements to our 
expression to describe the degree of our negative expression. 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Perfect Concert Venue
 

Since it opened its doors in 1983, the Hong Kong Coliseum has hosted thousands upon 
thousands of concerts by both native Hong Kong singers as well as entertainers from other 
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parts of Asia. And it's no exaggeration to say that in this time the Coliseum has become the 
epicenter of the pan-Asian music industry. For more than twenty years now, the career goal of 
practically every singer in greater Asia has been to lead a concert at the Hong Kong venue. 
 
But there's another reason to love the Coliseum too: it is actually reasonably affordable as 
major venues go. Even if you live in a Cantonese-speaking part of mainland China, you will 
probably find that tickets to big-name shows are cheaper in Hong Kong than when the same 
shows pass through Southern China on tour. Partly this is because singers tend to do multiple 
dates in Hong Kong while they pass through other mainland cities much faster. And while you 
can't buy tickets in person without showing up in Hong Kong, if you are in mainland China 
you might want to check out websites like damai.cn and taobao.com which frequently resell 
Coliseum tickets. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������

2. B: 	
��

3. A: ���	���

4. B: ��������


5. A: �������

JYUTPING

1. A: lau4 haa6 jan1 mat1 si6 gam3 cou4?

2. B: si1 gan2 gong1 aa3.

3. A: je6 ma1 ma1 si1 mat3 gong1?

4. B: baau3 seoi2 koi4,ji4 gaa1 ceong2 sau1 gan2?

5. A: gam1 maan5 sat6 mou5 gaau3 hou2 fan3.

ENGLISH

1. A: Why is it so noisy down there?

2. B: There's construction work.

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: Why is there construction work at such a late hour?

4. B: The water pipe burst and is under emergency repair.

5. A: It will surely be a sleepless night tonight.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

��� jan1 mat1 si6 for what/why phrase

� cou4 noisy, to make noise adjective

	� si1 gung1 construction noun

��� je6 ma1 ma1 night hours noun

� baau3 to burst verb

�� seoi2 keoi4 big pipe noun

�� ceong2 saau1 emergency repair verb

� sat6 surely adverb

����
mou5 gaau3 hou2 

fan3 sleepless phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

� ! ���"#$�!%&�?
nei5 zi1 m4 zi1 jan1 mat1 si6 gaau2 dou3 keoi5 

gam3 m4 hoi1 sam1 aa3? 
Do you know why he is so unhappy?

'()*+,-.��/012
gaak3 lei6 uk1 sing4 jat6 daa2 maa4 zoek2, 

cou4 sei2 jan4 laa6! 
My neighbor plays mahjong everyday. It's 
so noisy!
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345678	�9:;<=>?
@A
ni1 gaan1 gung1 si1 kyut3 fat6 si1 gung1 tung4 

maai4 gwun2 lei5 hong6 muk6 ge3 ging1 jim6. 
This company lacks experience managing 
construction projects.

����&�B!��C0D��
E
je6 ma1 ma1 hou2 sam1 nei5 zau6 m4 hou2 

cou4 zyu6 jan4 dei6 fan3 gaau3 laa1. 
Please do not disturb others when they 
are sleeping at night hour.

$FGHIJ�KL�MNOPQ
R
keoi5 jin2 gong2 jyun4 zi1 hau6, cyun4 ceong4 

baau3 faat3 ceot1 jat1 zan6 zeong2 sing1. 
The entire hall burst into applause after his 
speech.

�ST!�UVWXYZ��[
\
nei5 cin1 kei4 m4 hou2 zeong1 di1 din6 sin3 zip3 

hai2 seoi2 keoi4 seong6 min6. 
You should never connect an electric wire 
to a water pipe.

]D^_`�B���ab!ZJ
b�cd
ngo5 dei6 seoi1 jiu3 ji4 gaa1 zau6 ceong2 

saau1, jyu4 gwo2 m4 hai6 haau6 gwo2 hou2 jim4 

zung6. 
We need emergency repair now, if not, the 
consequences will be grievous.

�efghHi�]j�_kl
�
gam3 san1 fu2 sin1 haau2 jyun4 si5, ngo5 dei6 

sat6 jiu3 hing3 zuk1 haa5. 
We've had such a hard time finishing the 
test, so we really must celebrate.

mn�opqrs�tu��v����
zung6 jau5 gam3 do1 zok3 jip6 mei6 zou6, tai2 lai4 gam1 maan5 jau6 mou5 gaau3 hou2 fan3. 
With so much homework, we'll surely have a sleepless night tonight.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is an Advanced Way to Negate a Reversed Verb 
� 

"It will surely be a sleepless night tonight." 
 
 

In previous lessons we've run into verbs that get reversed when they are put into the negative. 
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For instance, when we put sw (zou6 je5) "to work" into a negative sentence, we end up 
with the phrase �ws (mou5 je5 zou6)"to have no work to do". In this lesson, we want to 
cover another way to negate a reversed verb, as we see in this sentence in our dialogue: �
������ (gam1 maan5 sat6 mou5 gaau3 hou2 fan3) "It will surely be a sleepless 
night tonight". 
 The technique being used here is to reverse our verbs as we have previously learned and 
then add a � (hou2) to the end of the phrase. This carries the same meaning as the original 
negation, but comes across as a much more casual way of speaking. It also has another 
advantage in many cases: keeping the phrase to four characters, which helps maintain 
syllable balance and makes the sentence sound better to native speakers. 
 For more examples of this type of negation in practice, consider the following examples: 

1. x�y\	�z��"#]����� 
cam4 maan5 ngoi6 min6 si1 gung1 taai3 cou4, gaau2 dou3 ngo5 mou5 gaau3 hou2 
fan3 
"It was too noisy last night because of the construction and I didn't sleep."

2. ab!Z�{|]}~��]B!������ 
jyu4 gwo2 m4 hai6 nei5 lo2 zau2 ngo5 go3 ji1 gwai6, ngo5 zau6 m4 wui5 mou5 
saam1 hou2 zoek3 
"If you did not take away my wardrobe, I would have something to wear."

3. ���+���E�"#]����� 
zeoi3 seoi1 gam1 jat6 gam3 daai6 jyu5 laa1, gaau2 dou3 ngo5 mou5 gaai1 hou2 
haang4 
"It's too bad that today it's raining so hard and I can't go shopping."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Housing in Hong Kong
 

Construction can be a huge problem for people living in Hong Kong and the reason is that the 
city so crowded. Recently, the per-capita living space in Hong Kong has fallen to 7.1 square 
meters and the average prices of housing have risen to 60,000 to 100,000 HKD per square 
meter. This has created a strange phenomenon in which more than 36% of the population 
lives in cheap public rental housing developed by the government in Hong Kong. According 
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to government regulations, the price of these rentals should not be more than 10% of the 
tenant's family income. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ��������	


2. B: ����

3. A: ����������


4. B: �������

5. A: ��� !"#$%&'


6. B: (�)


JYUTPING

1. A: wong6 gok3 ge3 zi6 on1 cang4 ging1 hou2 caa1.

2. B: dim2 gaai2 gam2 gong2?

3. A: ji5 cin4 seng4 jat6 jau5 hak1 se5 wui2 hoi1 pin2.

4. B: gam3 kwaa1 zoeng1? gam2 ji4 gaa1 ne1?

5. A: hou2 zo2 hou2 do1, mou5 me1 daai6 si6 faat3 sang1.

6. B: gam2 dou1 hou2 di1.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. A: Mongkok didn't used to be a safe place.

2. B: Why do you say so?

3. A: There used to be gun fights there a lot.

4. B: Really? what about now?

5. A: It's much better now. Nothing too serious has happened.

6. B: That's good.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� wong6 gok3 Mong kok noun

�� zi6 on1 public safety noun

�� cang4 ging1 use to be adverb

���
dim2 gaai2 gam2 

gong2 why do you say so? phrase

*+ jat1 dou6 once adverb

��� hak1 se5 wui2 the mob noun

�� hoi1 pin2 to fight verb

�� kwaa1 zeong1
to exaggerate; 
exaggerated verb; adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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��,-./0123�45

wong6 gok3 hai6 heong1 gong2 jan4 hau2 zoi3 
mat6 zaap6 ge3 dei6 fong1. 
Mong Kok is one of the most densely 
populated places in HK.

6789:��	!1�;<)
=78

nei5 uk1 kei2 fu6 gan6 zi6 on1 gam3 caa1, zeoi3 
hou2 zau6 zou2 di1 faan1 uk1 kei2. 
It's not very safe around your home, so 
you'd better go home earlier.

�*>��,�?@�4A!BC
��D�EFG

ni1 jat1 daai3 cang4 ging1 hai6 hou2 faan4 
waa4 ge3 dei6 dyun6, bat1 gwo3 ji4 gaa1 ji5 
ging1 fong1 fai3 saai3. 
This used to be a bustling place, but it is 
empty now.

���H�IJ,�KLM��
NO

dim2 gaai2 gam2 gong2 aa3? ngo5 m4 hai6 
hou2 tung4 ji3 nei5 ge3 gong2 faat3 wo3. 
Why do you say so�I don’t agree with you.

P�QR*+�JST!BC��
UVU�

keoi5 ge3 gung1 zok3 jat1 dou6 hou2 m4 seon6 
lei6, bat1 gwo3 ji4 gaa1 jyut6 lai4 jyut6 hou2. 
He was once unlucky in his work, but it 
getting better and better.

	/WXY���Z[�\]^_
`

caai1 jan4 deoi3 go2 baan1 hak1 se5 wui2 coi2 
ceoi2 zo2 cing4 fat6 sing3 cou3 si1. 
The police took punitive measures against 
the mob.

a�bcde�/��!fg�/
hi

cam4 jat6 hok6 haau6 leoi5 min6 jau5 jan4 hoi1 
pin2, gaau2 dou3 jau5 jan4 sau6 seong1. 
Yesterday there was a fight in the 
schoolyard, somebody was hurt.

J���j!k��H

m4 hou2 gam3 kwaa1 zeong1 laa1, bin1 jau5 
gam3 hou2 aa3. 
Please don't exaggerate, it cant be that 
good.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is a Gaze into the Past 
 

"Mongkok didn't used to be a safe place." 
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Our grammar section in this lesson is focused on four nouns that are frequently used to refer 
to the past in Cantonese. In our dialogue, we run into the first of these in the sentence ���
�����	 (wong6 gok3 ge3 zi6 on1 cang4 ging1 hou2 caa1) "Mongkok didn't used to 
be a safe place". The word �� (cang4 ging1) here means "in the past." It is similar to the 
word *+ (jat1 dou6), which also means "in the past" but differs in the implication that 
something has happened only once. Look at the following two examples: 

1. I*+	)lm����� 
ngo5 jat1 dou6 caa1 di1 gaa1 jap6 zo2 hak1 se5 wui2 
"Once, I almost joined the mob."

2. P��QRne�JST� 
keoi5 cang4 ging1 gung1 zok3 soeng6 min6 hou2 m4 seon6 lei6 
"He's been unlikely in work in the past."

Translating these sorts of sentences from English into Cantonese is trickier than the other way 
around, since English is much more fluid in where time phrases can be placed. In Cantonese 
the default is to place them either immediately before or immediately after the subject. When 
time phrases are nouns, they can also be used to answer questions as single-word answers. 
When did you do it? Sometime in the past. 
 The next two words we highlight in this lesson are �� (ji5 cin4) and o� (cung4 cin4). 
Both of these are relatively vague and open-ended words which mean generally in the past, 
but also imply that something has happened a long time ago. �� is the more colloquial of 
these two while o� is a bit more formal, as in the following examples: 

1. I��;�pq��rs� 
ngo5 cung4 cin4 zau6 ging1 soeng4 heoi3 wong6 gok3 haang4 gaai1 
"In the past, I often went to Mongkok to go shopping."

2. o�-.tBC,*u�v�w.� 
cung4 cin4 hoeng1 gong2 zi2 bat1 gwo3 hai6 jat1 go3 hou2 sai3 ge3 jyu4 gong2 
"In the past, Hong Kong was only a small fishing port."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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What is Mongkok Really Like?
 

If your knowledge of Hong Kong comes mostly from movies like ���xy� As the Tears 
Go By or ����z� One Night in Mongkok, you'd be forgiven for thinking that Mongkok 
(��) is a chaotic urban jungle filled with gangs, fighting and weapons. In reality, the area is 
now one of the most dense parts of the island, with tons of small shops and food from all over 
Asia. It is also considered one of the must-visit places in Hong Kong by both locals and 
tourists. And compared to more high-end areas like Victoria Habour ({ T|.) and 
Pacific Plaza (}~��), Mongkok gives people more of a feeling of reflecting ordinary 
Hong Kong life. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: �����

2. B: ���	
��

3. A: ���������

4. B: ������

5. A: �����

JYUTPING

1. A: go3 hon1 gaang1 ne1?

2. B: keoi5 waa6 jiu3 hap1 faan1 zan6.

3. A: gam2 ji4 gaa1 bin1 go3 tai2 mun4 hau2 aa3?

4. B: ngo5 ding2 gan2 keoi5 baan1.

5. A: gam2 dou1 on1 cyun4 di1.

ENGLISH

1. A: Where is the guard?

2. B: He said he needed to take a nap.

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: But who is watching the gate?

4. B: I am taking his shift.

5. A: Then it's safe.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� hon1 gaang1 guard noun

	� hap1 zan6 to take a nap verb

�� hon1 mun4 to be on guard verb

�� ding2 baan1 to take a shift verb

�� leon4 baan1 to be on shift phrase

� baan1 shift noun

�� on1 cyun4 safe adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

������� !�"��#$
%&'�
go3 hon1 gaang1 hai2 mun4 hau2 laan4 zyu6 

zo2 keoi5, jiu3 keoi5 ceot1 si6 san1 fan2 zing4. 
At the gate the guard stopped him and told 
him to show his identity card.

()*+,-%.
/"����
	
�0�
gam1 jat6 jat1 zou2 zau6 hei2 san1 heoi3 faan1 

gung1, ngo5 ji4 gaa1 jiu3 hap1 faan1 zan6 sin1. 
I woke up early to go to work in the 
morning; I need to take a nap now.
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1234��5�6�7�.89
:;�
dim2 gaai2 mou5 jan4 hon1 mun4 gaa3? daa2 

go3 din6 waa2 heoi3 mat6 jip6 man6 haa5. 
Why nobody is on guard? Call the 
property management department.

�()%<=>?"@AB�C�
��
keoi5 gam1 jat6 san1 tai2 m4 syu1 fuk6, so2 ji5 

jau4 ngo5 lai4 ding2 baan1. 
He is uncomfortable today, so I am taking 
his shift.

DEFGH���"�IJ�
haa6 sing1 kei4 saam1 hai6 leon4 keoi5 baan1, 

ngo5 fong3 gaa3. 
Next Wednesday will be his shift, and I'll 
be on holiday.

K!�LMNO&4�H
)PQ
��
ceoi4 zo2 keoi5 zi1 ngoi6 daai6 bou6 fan6 jan4 

dou1 hai6 faan1 jat6 tau2 ge3 baan1. 
Most people work the day shift, except him.

=RST"U��VW���
m4 sai2 daam1 sam1, nei5 hai2 ni1 dou6 hou2 on1 cyun4. 
Don’t worry, you will be safe here.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is When Something is Long Overdue 
 

"He said he needed to take a nap." 
 
 

In our grammar discussion for this lesson, we are going to talk about the verb complement 
 
faan1. As you are already aware, verb complements are characters which can be added to 
the end of other verbs to change their meaning in subtle ways. In this case, by adding 
 
faan1 after a verb, we communicate that something has not been done in a while, and that it 
is about time for it to happen. In our dialogue, we see this with the line ���	
� (keoi5 
waa6 jiu3 hap1 faan1 zan6) "he said he needed to take a nap". The heavy lifting in this 
expression is done by our verb complement, which suggests that the guard has not slept for a 
long time and is due a nap. 
  
Consider the following additional examples. In each case, pay attention to how including this 
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verb complement changes the meaning of the sentence by adding the sense that a certain 
course of action is proper, or long overdue: 

1. �XYZ!W[)���\I
])J� 
ngo5 ji5 ging1 zou6 zo2 hou2 do1 jat6, ji4 gaa1 soeng2 fong3 faan1 gei2 jat6 gaa3 
"I've been doing this for a few days and need to take a break."

2. ^�EF�_`J�()^
��� 
soeng6 go3 sing1 kei4 keoi5 ceng2 beng6 gaa3, gam1 jat1 soeng5 faan1 keoi5 
baan1 
"He called in sick last week and will get back to work today."

3. UZ!]�aPb�cd
�b� 
nei5 zou6 zo2 gei2 go3 zung1 tau4 laa6, jau1 sik1 faan1 zan6 laa1 
"You've worked for several hours, and should take a break."

This is a very typical and quite a colloquial expression. It is also special in the sense that it 
really changes the emotion behind the sentence—the change in meaning is implied through 
this emotion. So try this out the next time you want to suggest that something is long overdue: 
add 
 after any verb and give a long sigh for extra effect! 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

What's the Minimum Wage in Hong Kong?
 

In 2010, the Minimum Wage Bill passed by the District Board in Hong Kong raised the lowest 
hourly wage in Hong Kong to 28 HKD. In response, a number of commercial and residential 
buildings have cut back on security staff because of the need to reduce guard wages. This 
has led many companies to replace staff with video security systems and central monitoring 
stations. Of course, one disadvantage of these new systems is that they can't chase down 
thieves...only record their actions. 
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TRADITIONAL CHINESE

1. A: ������

2. B: ��	
��

3. A: ���

4. B: �����������

5. A: �������������� �

JYUTPING

1. A: ngo5 haang4 hoi1 jat1 zan6.

2. B: jau6 ceot1 heoi3 maai5 ling4 sik6?

3. A: hai6 jau6 dim2?

4. B: hou2 sam1 nei5 sik6 siu2 di1 laap6 zaap6 je5 laa1!

5. A: hou2 sam1 nei5 ceot1 siu2 geoi3 seng1 laa1! ngo5 zi6 gei2 jau5 
fan1 sou3.

ENGLISH

1. A: I am going out.

2. B: Out to buy snacks again?

CONT'D OVER
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3. A: So what?

4. B: Please cut down on junk food.

5. A: Please cut down on your nagging! I know what I'm doing.

VOCABULARY

Traditional Romanization English Class

�� hou2 sam please phrase

�� jat1 zan6 a while adjective

�� dim2 sam1 dim sum noun

!" ceong4 hei3 verbose adj

�� jau5 fan1 sou3 know fairly well phrase

��� laap6 zaap6 je5 junk food noun

�� ling4 sik6 snack noun

�� haang4 hoi1 to go away verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

���#$�%&�'()*+�
,�
hou2 sam1 nei5 zau6 zou2 di1 gaai3 jin1 laa1, 

deoi3 san1 tai2 m4 hou2 gaa3. 
Please quit smoking quickly, it's bad for 
your health.

�-.	/��'�0�123
��
ngo5 ji4 gaa1 heoi3 fan3 jat1 zan6, nei5 ng5 

dim2 zung1 giu3 seng2 ngo5. 
I am going to sleep for a while, wake me 
up at 5:00.
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�-.�4,�5+�6�7��
��
ngo5 ji4 gaa1 hou2 mong4, nei5 sin1 m4 hou2 

tung4 ngo5 gong2 je5 jat1 zan6. 
I'm really busy now, please don't talk to me 
for a while.

892:;��<
bat1 jyu4 giu3 do1 lung4 dim2 sam1 aa1? 
How about we order another dim sum?

=>?��@ABC�DE�F�
��
lo4 baak6 gou1 hai6 jat1 zung2 heong1 gong2 

jan4 hou2 zung1 ji3 sik6 ge3 dim2 sam1. 
Carrot (turnip) cake is a popular piece of 
dim sum in Hong Kong.

�GHIJK��LM!"FC�
ngo5 mou4 faat3 seong2 zeong6 keoi5 hai6 jat1 

go3 gam3 ceong4 hei2 ge3 jan4. 
I can’t imagine that he is such a verbose 
man.

+NMO�'���� F�
m4 sai2 gam3 daam1 sam1, ngo5 hou2 jau5 

fan1 sou3 ge3. 
Don’t worry about that, I know it fairly well.

�#�PQ�R:���5STM
U�
nei5 zau6 hai6 jan1 wai6 sik6 taai3 do1 laap6 

zaap6 je5 sin1 bin3 dou3 gam3 fei4. 
You are so fat because of eating so many 
junk foods.

�R:F��(VWXF)*+�
,�
sik6 taai3 do1 ge3 ling4 sik6 deoi3 siu2 pang4 

jau5 ge3 san1 tai2 m4 hou2 gaa3. 
Eating too many snacks is bad for the 
child’s heath.

+Y����'�Z+T[\]�
m4 goi1 haang4 hoi1 di1 laa1, ngo5 tai2 m4 

dou2 din6 si6 aa3. 
Please go away, I cannot watch TV.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is How to Talk Someone into Doing Things 
 

"Eat less junk food, for god's sake!" 
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Our grammar focus in this lesson is to talk people into or out of doing things in Cantonese. 
The key pattern is ���...� (hou2 sam1 nei5...laa1), which literally translates as "(I) 
sincerely (think) you (should do something)" but actually sounds to Cantonese ears like "for 
god's sake, do X already, will you?" Despite the fact that the word �� (hou2 sam1) means 
"a good heart," it is losing the original meaning from long ago and has become just another 
way to nag. So use it with caution as it is not the most polite phrase in the world and is usually 
said among close friends or family only. I grew up listening to my mother nagging with this 
pattern: ��������	�(hou2 sam1 nei5 faai3 di1 zou6 gung1 fo3 laa1!) "Do your 
homework already!" or ���
��	�(hou2 sam1 nei5 kan4 lik6 di1 laa1!) "Work 
harder, will 

1. �����^&�� 
hou2 sam1 nei5 sik6 siu2 zi1 jin1 laa1!  
"Smoke fewer cigarettes, will you?"

2. ����������� 
hou2 sam1 nei5 sik6 siu2 di1 laap6 zaap6 je5 laa1! 
"Eat less junk food."

3. ��������� 
hou2 sam1 nei5 ceot1 siu2 geoi3 seng1 laa1.  
"Talk less, will you?"

Try using this pattern to create sentences with the pronouns like he, she or they. For 
instance, you can say ��K#+�_`�a� (hou2 sam1 keoi5 zau6 m4 hou2 sing4 
jat6 sik6 jin1 laa1) "She should not be smoking all the time" and ��Kb#
����
� (hou2 sam1 keoi5 dei6 zau6 maai5 siu2 di1 ling4 sik6 laa1 "They should buy less 
snacks." 

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Life is Sweet in Hong Kong
 

Hong Kong is a gourmet paradise that offers exotic international cuisine. Part of this includes 
an international feast of snacks and desserts. You can easily find stores and stalls selling 
treats throughout Hong Kong that open well into the night. Popular treats include delicious 
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cde (gai1 daan6 zai2, "egg puffs" or "egg waffles") and fd (jyu4 daan2, "fish balls"). 
And don't be surprised if your Hong Kong friend asks you to join him for a bowl of gh 
(tong4 seoi2, "sweet soup") after a full course dinner. It is a habit of a true Hong Kong resident 
to eat dessert even after a full meal and Hong Kong style desserts are just too good to resist. 
Even if you are not a big fan of sweets, you will be amazed by the varieties and popularity of 
the ones available in Hong Kong. 


